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2.  DIRECT  MEASURES 
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Fund 
-Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  355/77, of 15  February  1977,  on  common  measures 
to  improve  the  structures  for  processing  and  marketing  agricultural  products 
- Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  1760/78,  of 25  July  1978,  on  a  common  measure 
to  improve  public  amenities  in certain rural  areas 
- Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  269/79,  of 6  February  1979,  establishing  a 
common  measure  for  forestry  in certain Mediterranean regions of the  Community 
- Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  1362178,  of  19  June  1978,  on  the programme 
for  the  acceleration and  guidance of collective irrigation works  in the 
Mezzogiorno 
- Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852178,  of 25  July  1978,  on an  interim  common 
measure  for  restructuring  the  inshore  fishing  industry 
- Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  1505/76,  of 21  June  1976,  on the  Community 
contribution towards  repairing  the  damage  caused  to  agriculture by  the 
earthquake  in  May  1976  in the  Friuli-Venezia Giulia  region 
- Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  2395/79,  of 30  October  1979,  concerning 
assistance  from  the Guidance  Section of the  European  Agricultural  Guidance 
and  Guarantee  Fund  in  respect of emergency  measures  to  reconstitute the 
agricultural  areas of the  French  overseas  departments  damaged  by  hurricanes 
"David"  and  "Frederic" 
- Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  458/80,  of  18  February  1980,  on  collective 
projects  for  the  restructuring of  vineyards 
- Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  1938/81,  of 30  June  1981,  on a  common  measure 
to  improve  public  amenities  in  certain  Less-favoured agricultural  areas 
of the  Federal  Republic  of Germany 
- Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1941/81,  of  30  June  1981,  on  an  integrated 
development  programme  for  the  Less-favoured areas of Belgium 
- Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1943/81, of 30  June  1981,  on  a  common  measure 
to  improve  the processing  and  marketing  conditions  in  the  cattlefeed 
sector  in  Northern  Ireland - 1  -
1.  GENERAL  SITUATION 
1.1.  Introduction 
The  Guidance  Section of the  EAGGF  has  at  its disposal  only  about  5  % 
of the  funds  available to  the Guarantee  Section.  Even  so,  the work 
of the Guidance  Section (participation  in the  financing  of  Community 
policy on  agricultural  structures)  not  only  covers  a  wide  range of 
tasks but,  because of the  nature of its contribution,  has  a  direct 
impact  on the  situation in agriculture.  This  work,  which  distinguishes 
it  from  the Guarantee  Section,  is essentially  to  help  finance the 
"common  measures"  approved  by  the  Council  with  a  view  to  the  achievement 
of the objectives  set  out  in  Article 39(1)(a)  of the Treaty,  that  is, 
to  increase agricultural  productivity by  promoting  technical  progress 
and  by  ensuring  the  rational  development  of agricultural  production 
and  the optimum  utilization of the  factors  of production,  in particular 
labour. 
The  Guidance  Section  finances  schemes  in  two  different  ways.  For  most 
schemes,  the technique consists  in  reimbursing  part of the eligible 
expenditure  incurred  by  Member  States  ("indirect  measures").  For  other 
schemes,  direct  subsidies  are paid  for  projects which  are  in  line with 
the objectives of the  relevant  common  measures  ("direct  measures"). 
The  breakdown  of  aid  according  to  the  field  concerned  shows  that 
satisfactory use  has  been  made  of the  commitment  appropriations  avai-
lable,  except  in one  or  two  areas  where  problems  had  already  arisen 
last  year  : - 2  -
1982  Budget  (after transfer  of appropriations)  +  Appropriations  actually  co111tted 
appropriations  carried  over  fro1  1981  (•llllon  ECU)  11111 on  ECII  1981 
Projects  for  the  l•prove•ent  of  193  1  185 1  95.9%  90.9%  agricultural  structures 
General  soclo-structural 
•easures  118  93  78.8 %  96.0% 
Measures  on  behalf  of  less-favoured 
areas  388  324  83.5%  92.4 % 
Market-related  structural 
•easures  181  132  72.9%  72.0% 
Structural  1easures  In  the  51  25  49.0%  42.8 %  fisheries sector 
TOTAL  931  1  759  1  81.5%  85.3% 
1 Of  which  26.91  million  ECU  recovered  and  re-com11tted  out  of  differentiated appropriations 
becoming  available  In  1982  and  excluding  23.24  million  ECU  re-com1itted  out  of  non-
differentiated appropriations  becoming  available  In  1982  In  accordance  with  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  3171/75. 
In  the  case of  interim measures  in the  fisheries  sector,  the  regulation 
providing  for  continued  financing  (Regulation  CEEC)  No  31/83 of 
21  December  1982)  was  adopted  too  Late  for  appropriations  to  be 
committed  during  the project  year. 
In the  case of other  measures  (e.g.  cattle farming  and  conversion of 
vineyards  in  Italy,  measures  in  the  West  of  Ireland)  the  work  done  in 
the  Member  States or  the  applications  for  reimbursement  fell  well  short 
of the  Level  expected. 
A breakdown  of appropriations by  Member  State  indicates that  Italy  received 
more  than  half of the  aid granted  for  direct  measures  (200  million  ECU) 
out of a  total  of  390  million  ECU),  followed  by  France  (75.5  million  ECU) 
and,  at  some  distance,  Germany  (37  million  ECU),  the  United  Kingdom 
(21  million  ECU),  Ireland  C20  million  ECU)  and  Greece  (16  million  ECU) 
( cf.  Annex  2) • - 3  -
Of  the  393  million  ECU  granted  for  indirect  measures,  France  received 
120  million  ECU,  followed  by  Ireland  (70  million ECU),  Germany  <59  million 
ECU),  the  United Kingdom  (51  million  ECU)  and  Italy  (34  million  ECU). 
(Cf.  Annex  5). 
Details  in  respect  of the  various  measures  undertaken  are  as  follows  : 
Among  the  common  measures,· the  scheme  for  the  improvement  of marketing  and 
processing  structures  for  agricultural  products1  was  once again  in 1982, 
as  in previous years,  the  scheme  involving  the  heaviest  commitment  of 
appropriations  :  208  million  ECU  were  assigned to  this measure,  including 
120  million  ECU  for  "horizontal  measures",  79  million  ECU  in the  form  of 
appropriations  for  measures  in  certain  southern  regions  and  9  million  ECU 
for  measures  in the  West  of  Ireland.  Of  these  sums,  40  million  ECU  came 
from  appropriations  recovered  against projects  which  had  been  either 
scaled down  or  not  carried out  at  all. 
Second  in  terms  of  funds  involved  were  the  measures  pursuant  to  Directive 
75/268/EEC2  on  mountain  and  hill  farming  and  farming  in  certain less-
favoured  areas  :  reimbursements  to  the  Member  States totalled 144.5  million 
ECU  as  copared  with  106.7  in 1981  and  88.7  in  1980.  The  considerable 
increase  in  expenditure  in 1982  is attributable to  the  higher  rate of 
reimbursement  for  Italy and  Ireland  and  the  relatively  Large  sums  reim-
bursed to  Greece  (14.2  million  ECU).  Measures  pursuant  to  this  Directive 
and  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  have  been  implemented  more  rapidly  than 
others  in Greece  and  have  thus  been of  immediate  benefit  to  this  new 
Member  State. 
The  main  beneficiary of  such  measures,  however,  remains  the  United Kingdom 
(36.4  million  ECU),  followed  by  France  (31.2  million  ECU)  and  Ireland 
(27.8  million  ECU)  and,  at  a  distance,  by  Italy  (19.6 million  ECU), 
Greece  and  Germany. 
Expenditure  relating  to  Directive 72/159/EEC3 on the  modernization of 
farms  amounted  to 86.8  million  ECU,  as  compared  with  110.5  million  ECU  in 
1981. 
1oJ  No  L  51,  23.2.1977,  p. 
2oJ  No  L  128,  19.5.1975,  p.  1 
3oJ  No  L  36,  23.4.1972,  p.  1 - 4  -
This  drop  does  not  reflect  any  reduction of expenditure  at  national  Level 
but  stems  from  the  fact  that  the  expenditure does  not  include  any  sums 
reimbursed  to  the  United  Kingdom,  whose  implementing  measures  for  the year 
in  question  have  not  yet  received  Commission  approval in  1982.  No  reimbursement 
having  been  made  to  the  United  Kingdom,  which  is usually  the  chief bene-
ficiary  under  this measure,  the  Lead  is taken by  France  (27.4  million  ECU), 
followed  by  Germany  <22  million  ECU)  which  took  second place to  the 
United  Kingdom  in 1981. 
Where  the other  measures  are  concerned,  the Guidance  Section  has  incurred 
heavy  expenditure  (58  million  ECU)  in  financing  its share of the premiums 
for  the  non-marketing  of milk  and  milk  products  and  for  the  conversion of 
dairy  herds  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1078/771)  and  specific  measures  in the 
Mediterranean  regions,  namely  the  improvement  of amenities  (Regulation  (EEC) 
No  176/782), reafforestation  (Regulation  (FEC)  No  269/793)  and  irrigation 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  1362/784), amounting  to 27.55  and  49  million  ECU 
respectively. 
The  Council  adopted  two  new  measures  in 1982  : 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  389/82  of 15  February  1982  on  producer  groups  and 
associations  thereof  in the  cotton  sector5  and 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  1975/82  of  19  July  1982  on  the acceleration of 
agricultural  development  in  certain regions of Greece6• 
The  period  for  the  implementation of the  socio-structural  directives and 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  was  extended  so  that  an  in-depth  review of 
structural  policy  could  be  conducted before  new  measures  were  proposed. 
Lastly,  the  favourable  terms  applying  to  certain less-favoured areas  were 
extended to  the Greek  regions other  than Greater  Athens. 
10J  No  L 131,  26.5.1977,  p.  1 
20J  No  L 204,  28.7.1978,  p. 
30J  No  L  38,  14.2.1979,  p. 
40J  No  L 166,  19.6.1978,  p.  11 
SOJ  No  L  51,  23.2.1982,  p.  1 
60J  No  L 214,  22.7 .1982,  p. •  4a  • 
The  implementation of measures  at  the  Community  Level  has  met  with 
administrative problems, particularly arising  from  the  number  of projects 
and  actions  which  must  be  financed. 
Accordingly,  within the  framework  of direct  actions,  it  is notable that 
an  exceptionally  Large  number  of projects  for  examination  appear  in the 
fishing  sector  because of the  selection of one  type of project,  (moderni• 
sation of  fishing  boats),  where  the  Level  of  investment  is relatively 
modest.  Moreover,  awards  of aid  under  two  new  measures,  for  Less•favoured 
areas  in Germany  and  for  the restructuring of vineyards,  have  been  made  for 
the first  time.  After  a  certain time•Lag,  the growing  number  of projects 
give rise to  requests· for  payment  of the aid  awarded,  and  consequently  to 
a  continuing  increase  in the  work•Load  in this area,  which  is exacerbated 
by  the  fact  that  the preparation of the required documentation  in certain 
Member  States  Leaves  much  to  be  desired.  (see  under  4.1,  verification of 
direct  actions). 
In relation to  indirect  actions,  the problems  derive  in part  from  the 
fact  that  a  significant  number  of measures  adopted  in  recent  years  are 
now  giving  rise to  requests  from  Member  States  for  reimbursement  of 
expenditure.  In  addition,  many  of the  new  measures  provide  for  the  intro• 
duction of advance  payments,  which  adds  to  the procedures the  requirement  for 
administration  and  control  of the  amounts  paid out  as  advances.  Finally, 
some  of the  measures  provide  for  very  complex  systems  of aid  for  a  multitude 
of different  investments,  (e.g.measures  for  the  West  of  Ireland,  the  F.O.D. 
and  Greece),  which  add  significantly  to  the  administrative burden. - 5  -
1.2.  General  aspects of management 
1.2.1.  Procedures  and  advance  payments 
1 
(a)  Direct  measures 
In this field,  the  implementing  regulations  adopted  since 1978  with  a 
view  to  the  harmonization  and  rationalization of  aid  applications  have 
enabled  decision deadlines  to  be  met  despite the  sharp  increase  in the 
number  of projects  submitted  to  the  Commission. 
The  Commission  adopted  a  Regulation on  the  submission of aid applications 
and  the  execution of projects  under  the  scheme  for  the  improvement  of 
infrastructures  in  certain  Less-favoured  areas of Germany1• 
With  regard  to  advance  payments  in  respect of certain  schemes  on  behalf 
of  the  Mediterranean  regions,  the  unsatisfactory  situation which  arose 
durirg  the  first  year  of  implementation  has  been  alleviated by  the 
measures  taken  and  by  the  fact  some  projects  which  had  been behind  schedule 
in  1981  were  carried out  in  1982,  e.g.  the  Italian project  (mentioned  in 
the  1981  report)  concerning  irrigation in the  Mezzogiorno. 
The  situation as  regards  the  two  countries  concerned  is  as  follows 
ITALY 
Advances  requested  In  1982 
Advances  paid  In  1982 
Refunds  requested  In  1982 
- of  advances  paid  In  1981 
- of advances  paid  In  1982 
Su1s  refunded  In  1982 
1760/78 
52 
43 
10 
(LIT  857  •1111 on) 
-
6 1 
(ll T 357  •1111 on) 
REGULATIONS  (EEC) 
269/79  1362/78 
9  2 
9  2 
2  1 
(LIT  3.6 •11llard)  (LIT  15 11llll ard) 
- -
1 1  1  -
(LIT  2.3 •IIllard) 
1Vhere  no  refund  was  1ade,  the  beneficiaries  justified the  use  1ade  of the  advances. 
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Advances  requested  In  1982 
Advances  paid  In  1982 
Refunds  requested  In  1982 
- of  advances  paid  In  1981 
- of  advances  paid  In  1982  · 
Refunds  1ade  In  1982 
- of  advances  paid  In  1981 
- of advances  paid  In  1982 
Disputed  case 
- 6  -
269179 
8 
8 
-
-
-
-
-
REIJJLATIOIS  (EEC) 
1760178 
39 
22 
26 
(FF  6 1\lll  on) 
4 
(FF  1.8  •llllon) 
1 1 
(FF  0.08  •lllion) 
3 1 
(FF  0.7  •llllon) 
2 1 
(FF  0.1  1\lllon) 
11n  cases  vbere  no  refund  vas  •ade,  the beneficiaries  justified the  use  1ade 
of the  advances. 
(b)  Indirect  measures 
For  the  measures  qualifying  for  reimbursement,  detailed rules of implemen-
tation were  adopted  by  the  Commission  as  follows  : 
Decision  No  82/323/EEC  on  requests  for  reimburs7ment  in  respect of 
agricultural  development  in  the  West  of  Ireland 
Decisions 82/441/EEC  and  82/819/EEC  concerning  applications  for  advance 
payments  and  reimbursement  ~n respect of agricultural  development  in  the 
French  overseas  departments 
- Decision 82/442/EEC  concerning  applications  for  reimbursement  in  respect 
of the  ~evelopment of beef cattle production  in  Ireland  and  Northern 
Ireland 
- Decision 82/690/EEC  relating  to  application~ for  reimbursement  in  respect 
of the  eradication of classical  swine  fever 
-Decision 82/715/EEC  concerning  applications  for  advance  payments  and 
reimburse~ent  in  respect  of the  development  programme  for  the  department 
of Lozere 
-Decision 82/738/EEC  concernigg  applications  for  reimbursements  in  respect 
of sheepfarming  in Greenland 
No  L  144, 
No  L 198, 
No  L 344, 
No  L  198, 
24.5.1982,  p.  7 
6.7.1982,  p.  1; 
6.12.1982,  p.  1 
6 •  7 • 19 82 ,  p •  39 
~OJ  No  L 289,  13.10.1982,  p.  28 
6
oJ  No  L 301,  28.10.1982,  p.  67 
OJ  No  L 311,  8.11.1982,  p.  25 - 7  -
The  utilization of the  appropriations  for  the budget  year  is  complicated 
by  the  fact  that  one  third of the  Member  States'  applications  for  reimbur• 
sement  reach  the  Commission  after  the time  Limit  set  for  the  various 
measures,  which  makes  it  very  difficult  to  examine  these  applications and 
to  make  the  reimbursement  before the end  of the budget  year. 
France,  Ireland and  Italy availed  themselves of the facility  whereby  advance 
payments  may  be  requested  for  certain  indirect  measures.  Details  are 
given  in  Annex  38.  This gave  rise to  no  particular problems. 
1.2.2.  Information 
As  in the past,  the  information provided to  the public  by  the  Commission 
was  mainly  concerned  with  measures  involving  direct  subsidies  to  investment 
projects, this type of aid being  the  most  Likely  to  attract  fairly general 
interest,  since the  Community's  intervention is direct  and  since  such 
projects  are often of  very  great  local  or  regional  importance. 
It  had  been  noticed that  where  information boards  were  displayed near  the 
Location of a  project,  mention  was  seldom  made  of  Community  assistance. 
The  Commission  has  therefore  continued to  ask  all  beneficiaries,  in  its 
Letter  informing  them  of the  award,  to  ensure that  the  Community  aid is 
mentioned  in their  publicity. 
1.2 .3.  Coordination 
The  Task  Force  on  the  coordination of financial  instruments having 
structural  purposes  continued to  coordinate the  work  of the Guidance 
Section  with  that of other  Community  funds,  supplementing  normal  contacts 
between  the  various  departments. 
1 .2.4.  Budgetary  matters 
(a)  Funds  available  and  the  nature of the expenditure 
Article 6  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70  established an  annual  allocation 
for  the Guidance  Section.  This Regulation  was  amended  in  1979  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  929/79  which  introduced  the  fixing  of commitment  appropriations 
on  a  five~yearly basis,  the first  five year  period to  run  from  1980  to  1984 
inclusive.  It  is also  laid down  that,  with  effect  from  1  January 1980,  the 
appropriations  entered  annually  in the budget  should be  determined,  in 
accordance  with  the  normal  budgetary  procedure. - 8  -
Since  that  time  the  inter-institutional  agreement  of 30  June  1982  has  been 
concluded;  this  agreement  classifies certain expenditures  financed  by  the 
Guidance  Section as  non-compulsory  expenditure  in the  terms of Article 203 
of the Treaty. 
The  following  are  currently classified as  non~compulsory expenditure  : 
individual  projects  for  the  improvement  of agricultural  structures, 
(Reg.  17/64- Article  300  of the budget), 
individual  projects  for  the  marketing  and  processing of agricultural 
products  (Reg.  355/77  -Article 301  of the budget), 
- improvement  of the  infrastructure  in  certain areas of  Italy  and  the 
South  of  France  (Reg.  1760/78  ~ item  3211  of the budget), 
marketing  and  processing  ih  certain agricultural  sectors  in  Northern 
Ireland  (Reg.  1943/81  - item  3262  of the budget), 
- restructuring  in  the  fish  sector  <Reg.  1852/78  -Article 460  of the  budget). 
These  expenditures  amount  in total  to  approximately  25  % of the commitment 
appropriations of the Guidance  Section. 
(b)  Utilization of  appropriations 
The  appropriations  available  for  commitment  or  for  payment  in  1982  were 
as  follows  : 
Differentiated  appropriations 
- carry-over  from  1981 
- release of  differentiated appropriations 
- alterations  to  existing  commitments  because 
of exchange  rates 
- initial  budget 
- transfer  from  the Guidance  Section 
Total  available 
million  ECU  for 
Commitment 
111.28 
26.91 
11 .62 
790.41 
9.50 
930.72 
Payment 
89.71 
780.41 
9.50 
860.62 
Under  the  system of differentiated appropriations,  the utilization of  commit-
ment  appropriations  accounted  for  759.02  million  ECU,  which  represents 
81.6% of the  amounts  available,  whilst  the utilization of payment  appropria-
tions  accounted  for  565.53  mill ion  ECU,  or  65.7  % of the  amount  available. 
The  picture  may  be  completed  by  adding  recommitments  of non-differentiated 
appropriations  from  financial  years  prior  to  1978  (23.24  million  ECU)  and 
payments  made  from  non-differentiated appropriations  carried  forward  since 
their  initial  commitment  (84.43  million  ECU).  With  these payments,  the  non-
differentiated appropriations  to  be  carried  forward  from  1982  to  1983  fell 
to  120  million  ECU,  as  compared  with  209  million  ECU  in  the previous year. (2) 
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2.  DIRECT  MEASURES 
2.1.  Common  measure  for  the processing  and  marketing of agricultural  products 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 
2.1.1.  Financing  of projects relating  to  1982 
The  Commission  granted  a  total of 208  195  791  ECU  to  542  projects under 
decisions  dated  30  June  and  21  December  19821•  In  1981  aid totalling 
196  661  240  ECU  had  been granted  for  540 projects. 
The  542  projects  subsidized by  the  EAGGF  Guidance  Section represent  a 
total  investment  of 799  023  349  ECU,  or  an  average  investment of 
1  474  213  ECU  per  project;  the average  aid per project  is 384  125  ECU. 
Annexes  6  to  13  give details of the aid granted  and  the payments  made 
under  this measure. 
2.1.2.  Programmes 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  stipulated that,  from  now  on  after  a  transitional 
period,  projects  would  have  to  form  part of sectoral  programmes  approved  by 
the  Commission. 
By  early  March  1983,  the  Member  States  had  introduced 146  programmes, 
128  of which  have  been  approved.  Investments planned  under  these 
programmes  total  about  8  400  million  ECU,  as  follows:  1  720  million  ECU 
for  France,  1  630  million  ECU  for  Italy, 840  million  ECU  for  the  United 
Kingdom,  1  510  million  ECU  for  the  Federal  Republic of Germany, 
700  million  ECU  for  Denmark,  570  million  ECU  for  Ireland,  380  million  ECU 
for  the  Netherlands,  400  million  ECU  for  Belgium  and  570  million  ECU  for 
Greece.  More  details of the programmes  are given  in  Annexes  14  and  15. 
1
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2.2.  Measures  for  Mediterranean  areas 
In  1982  further  aid decisions  were  adopted  in  connection with  irrigation 
schemes  in the  Mezzogiorno  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1362/781>,  infrastructure 
in  rural  areas  <Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/782)  and  reafforestation 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  269/793• 
In all, 202  special  programmes  and  projects received  aid  totalling 
131  million  ECU  (details are given  in  Annexes  19a,  c,  d  and  e). 
2.3.  Measure  to  improve  the processing  and  marketing  conditions  in the 
cattlefeed  sector  in  Northern  Ireland  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1943/814> 
In 1982  the  second  set  of decisions  was  adopted  in this  connection to grant 
aid totalling  1  347  480  ECU  in  respect of  3  projects5  (cf  Annex  19b). 
2.4.  Interim  common  measure  for  inshore  fisheries  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852/785> 
On  28  May  1982  the  Commission  approved  the granting of 25  million  ECU  in 
aid  for  295  projects  representing  a  total  investment  of 94  102  201  ECU. 
Further  details  concerning  the  aid  are given  in  Annexes  20  to  22. 
2.5.  Earthquake  in  Friuli-Venezia Giulia  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1505/766) 
Out  of the 96  projects  for  which  LIT  28  125  000  was  allocated  in  1976, 
55  had  been  completed  by  31  December  1982;  three projects  had  been 
discontinued. 
However,  all  the other  projects  are still  in progress  and  the payments 
made  as  at  31  December  1982  totalled LIT  19  123  608  183,  or  68  % of the 
total  aid. 
Whereas  the  aid  was  originally granted at  the  rate of LIT  625  per  unit 
of  account  and  represented  45  million units of account,  the  rate  has 
since  changed  so  that  the  amount  to  be  carried over  (about  LIT  9  000 
million)  now  represents only  6  716.83  ECU. 
No  L 
No  L 
No  L 
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38, 
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19.6.1978,  p.  11 
28.7.1978,  p.  1 
14.2.1979,  p.  1 
20.7.1981,  p.  23 
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2.6.  Measure  for  Less-favoured  areas  in Germany  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1938/811> 
The  first  set  of decisions  in this  connection  was  taken  in 1982, 
granting  aid  for  11  projects  representing  a  total  investment  of 
35.5  million  ECU.  The  aid  amounts  to  9  million  ECU  (cf  Annex  19b). 
2.7.  Restructuring  of  vineyards  <Regulation  (EEC)  No  458/802> 
The  first  decisions  in this  connection grant  aid totalling  16  million  ECU 
for  49  projects  (40  in  France  and  9  in Italy)  (cf  Annex  19b). 
2.8.  The  "David"  and  "Frederic"  hurricanes  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  2395/793) 
Of  the  amount  of  10.7  mio  ECU  committed  in  1979,  the  Commission  paid 
out  in  the  same  year  an  advance  amount  of  7.1  mio  ECU  for  the  reconsti-
tution of  banana  plantations.  A report  on the execution of the  work  having 
been  submitted  by  France  in  accordance  with  Article 4(3)  of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2395/79,  a  further  payment  of  0.5  mio  ECU  was  made  in 1982. 
Since there  was  no  other  eligible expenditure,  the  commitment  of the 
remaining  3.2  mio  ECU  was  cancelled. 
2.9.  Management  problems 
(a)  Projects  not  executed 
In 1982,  88  beneficiaries  declined  some  or  all of the  aid granted. 
As  a  result,  the  following  amounts  are  available  for  re-use  : 
1 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
France 
11.5  mio  ECU 
0.8  mio  ECU 
1 .1  mio  ECU 
1.0  mio  ECU 
OJ  No  L  197,  20.  7.1981,  p. 
2oJ  No  L  57,  29.  2.1980,  p.  27 
3  OJ  No  L  275,  1.11.1979,  p. 
Italy 
Ireland 
Netherlands 
United  Kingdom 
10.9  mio  ECU 
1.1  mio  ECU 
1.4 mio  ECU 
1.8  mio  ECU - 12  .. 
Under  Regulations  (EEC)  No  3171/75  and  No  355177,  the  Commission 
discontinued or  reduced  the aid granted to 68  beneficiaries  who  had  not 
started the  work  within two  years of notification of the decision or  who 
had  not  complied  with  the  terms  set. This  releases  for  re•use the 
following  sums  : 
Denmark  0.03  mio  ECU  Ireland  0.1  mio  ECU 
Germany  3.8  mio  ECU  Net her Lands  1.0  mio  ECU 
France  0.09  mio  ECU  United Kingdom  0.4  mio  ECU 
Italy  10.0  mio  ECU 
(b)  Projects  costing  Less  than expected 
In 1982  15  018  653.39  ECU  were  withheld  from  beneficiaries  who  had  carried 
out projects  involving  Less  eligible expenditure than forecast. 
(c)  Projects carried out  without  proper  compliance  with  stipulated 
conditions 
In 1982  the Commission  discontinued the aid granted to  four  Italian projects, 
one  Irish project  and  one  United  Kingdom  project  under  Regulation 
No  17/64/EEC,  because of a  failure to  comply  with  the  financial  or other 
conditions. 
As  a  result,  an  amount  of 1  512  067.19  ECU  is to  be  cancelled. 
(d)  Delayed  applications for  payment 
As  in previous years,  in  some  Member  States settlement  was  delayed, 
mainly  because  work  was  slow  to  start  and  took  a  long  time  to 
complete;  there  were  also  some  administrative hold-ups  in the preparation 
and  submission of payment  applications. 
The  improvement  noted  Last  year  has,  however,  continued to gather  momentum. 
This  is attributable partly to  the  success of numerous  seminars  held  in 
certain Member  States  in  recent  years  and  partly to  the measures  taken to 
reduce  the  number  of projects still outstanding  in  respect of which  the 
decision to grant  aid  was  taken more  than five years  ago.  In 397  cases the 
Commission  has  set  a  final  deadline  for  completion of the  work  by  the 
beneficiaries. - 13  -
In addition,  a  stricter watch  is being  kept  on  compliance with  the 
time  limits  for  completion of more  recent  projects and  this should 
further  improve  the  rate of aid settlements.  It must  be  remembered, 
however,  that  in  view  of the  Large  number  of projects being  carried 
out,  any  improvement  is bound  to  be  relatively  slow  and  gradual. 
One  Last  remark  should be  made  concerning  the procedure  for  payment. 
The  relevant  regulations stipulate that  applications  for  payment 
should be  submit.ted  via the  competent  authorities  in the  Member  States, 
who  must  verify  and  certify that  the expenditure  complies  with 
requirements.  Many  beneficiaries are  not  aware,  however,  of the time 
needed  for  these national  procedures and  assume  that  this time  is 
required  for  Community  procedures,  whereas  in  fact  only  some  of the 
delay  is attributable to  the  Commission  staff. To  clarify this situation, 
the beneficiaries are  notified,  by  means  of an  acknowledgment  slip, of 
the date on  which  their application was  received by  the Commission. - 14  -
3.  INDIRECT  MEASURES 
The  data  relating  to  the  financing of indirect  measures  are  given  in 
the tables  listed below  : 
(a)  Socio-structural  directives  :  Annexes  26  to  28 
(b)  Measures  for  less-favoured  areas  :  Annex  29 
Directive 75/268/EEC  on  mountain  and  hill  farming  and  farming  in 
certain  less-favoured areas  and  Directive 78/627/EEC  on  the 
restructuring  and  conversion of  vineyards  :  Annex  30 
- Directives 79/359/EEC,  79/173/EEC  and  78/628/EEC  concerning  the 
conversion of  vineyards  in the  Charentes,  irrigation in  Corsica  and 
drainage  in  Ireland  :  Annex  31 
•  Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1820/80,  1821/80  and  1054/81  on the development 
of agriculture  in the  west  of  Ireland,  the  development  of sheepfarming 
in Greenland  and  the  development  of beef production  in  Ireland  : 
Annex  31a 
(c)  Structural  measures  connected  with  common  market  organizations 
Annex  32 
Producer  groups  in the  hop  and  fruit-and-vegetable  sectors 
(Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1696/71  and  1035/72)  :  Annex  33 
- Measure  to  encourage  beef production and  premiums  for  the  non-marketing 
of milk  (Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1353/73  and  1078/77)  Annex  34 
- Eradication of bovine  brucellosis, tuberculosis and  leucosis 
(Directive 77/391/EEC)  :  Annex  35 
- Measure  for  the  conversion of  vineyards  and  measure  in  support  of 
the  Community  citrus-fruit  sector  <Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1163/76  and 
2511/69)  :  Annex  36 
- Measure  for  the reorganization of fruit  production  (Regulation CEEC) 
No  794/76)  and  to  encourage  producer  groups  in the fisheries  sector 
(Regulation  CEEC)  No  3796/81),  measures  for  the eradication of classical 
swine  fever  (Decision  No  80/1096/EEC)  :  Annex  37 
- Abandonment  of areas  under  vines  and  renunciation of  replanting 
<Regulation  CEEC)  No  456/80)  :  Annex  37a 
(d)  Advance  payments  made  in 1982  Annex  38 - 15  .. 
4.  VERIFICATIONS  AND  IRREGULARITIES 
For  the  purposes of the  checks  made  prior  to  the payment  of aid  from  the 
Guidance  Section,  the  documents  specified  in the  rules governing  each 
measure  must  be  forwarded  to  the  Commission  in  every case. 
These  documents,  which  are  forwarded  either  via  the  Member  State  (in the 
case of direct  measures)  or  by  the  Member  State  (in the  case of  indirect 
measures),  must  include  not  only  the evidence  whereby  the eligibility of 
expenditure  may  be  checked  but  also  a  number  of certificates issued  by 
the  Member  State  and  attesting  to  the  fact  that  the  latter  has  inspected 
and  approved  such  evidence. 
Thus,  the verification work  at  Community  level  is essentially  concerned 
with  these  documents.  On-the-spot  inspections are carried out  either to 
check  that  proper  and  effective administrative measures  are  taken  at 
national  level  or  to  investigate  cases  which  are doubtful  or  present 
special  problems. 
In addition,  seminars  are  held  to  familiarize  national officials with 
Community  procedures.  In 1982,  however,  such  seminars  were  discontinued 
<except  for  Greece)  pending  the  results of the  intensive  work  done  in 
this  area  in 1981  (14  seminars)  and  to  facilitate the  computerization of 
certain payment  procedures  for  direct  measures.  Nevertheless,  seminars 
were  held  in Greece  (Athens  and  Thessaloniki)  to  meet  the particular 
requirements  of this  new  Member  State.  These  seminars  dealt  with  both 
direct  and  indirect  measures. 
4.1.  Verification of  direct  measures 
(a)  Verification of payment  applications 
This  work  revealed that  in  481  cases the data  supplied  were  not  sufficient 
to  justify the payments  requested  and  additional  information  was  needed. 
These  provisional  rejections  covered  25  %of all  applications  for  payment, 
the  figures  for  the  Member  States being  as  follows  :  51  % for  France, 
29%  for  Italy, 26%  for  Denmark,  15%  for  the  Netherlands,  12%  for  the 
United  Kingdom  and  Ireland,  6  % for  Germany  and  1  % for  Belgium. - 16  ~ 
(b)  On•the-spot  inspections 
In  1982,  22  on~the~spot inspections  were  made 
4  in  Ireland and  6  in the United  Kingdom. 
1  in  Italy,  11  in  France, 
Of  these 22  inspections,  6  resulted  in  the discontinuation of aid and  5 
in a  reduction of the aid. 
4.2.  Verification of  indirect measures 
4.2.1.  In 1982  the total  number  of reimbursement  applications  to  be  processed 
was  146,  but  individual  files  and  other  data  relating to  some  12  500 
beneficiaries also  had  to  be  scrutinized. 
4.2.2.  on~theespot  inspections 
(a)  General  socio-structural  measures 
Directive 72/159/EEC 
An  on-the-spot  inspection was  carried out  in Luxembourg.  This  took  place 
at  the  Administration des  Services Techniques  Agricoles  in  the  city of 
Luxembourg,  in  conjunction with  visits to  several  farms  which  had 
implemented  a  development  plan and  had  received national  and  Community  aid. 
The  scrutiny of  individual  files  and  national  administrative provisions 
revealed  no  problems  and  indicated full  compliance  with  the  Community  rules. 
Since only  a  few  development  plans  are  involved,  the  surveillance and 
inspection  work  at  national  level  presents  no  difficulty. 
Directive 72/161/EEC 
Two  on-the-spot  inspections  were  carried out  in  1982 
In Germany 
The  inspection  took  place  in Baden•Wurttemberg  and  Rheinland-Pfalz,  at 
the Ministries of Agriculture  in  Stuttgart  and  Mainz  and  at  the district 
government  offices  <Regierungsprasidium)  in Tubingen  and  Neustadt. - 17  -
Visits  were  also pa.  to  three  recognized bodies  for  the training of 
socio-economic  counsellors.  Scrutiny of the relevant  data  and  of the 
national  and  regional  administrative provisions  indicated that  the 
Community  rules  were  being  correctly applied.  Additional  information was 
requested,  however,  on  the method  of calculating  standard training  costs. 
In  Italy 
On-the-spot  inspections  were  carried out  in  two  regions 
in  Lombardy,  at  the  "Assessorato  delL 
1 Agri col tura  e  Foreste"  in  Milan 
and  at  the  "Servizio  Provinciale  Agricoltura,  Foreste  ed  Alimentazione" 
in Pavia; 
-in Tuscany,  at  the  "Dipartimento  Istruzione  e  Coltura della Regione 
Toscana"  and  at  the provinciaL  government  offices  in  Florence  and  Pisa  •. 
Visits  were  also  paid  to  two  organizations providing  agricultural  training. 
Certain  administrative problems  concerning  the  implementation of the 
Community  rules  were  encountered,  in  that  it  was  difficult to  distinguish 
between  eligible and  non-eligible  expenditure.  The  Member  State was 
accordingly  requested  to  alter  its  implementing  rules. 
(b)  Measures  for  Less-favoured  regions 
Directive 75/268/EEC 
Two  on-the•spot  inspections  were  carried out  in 1982 
In Luxembourg 
The  inspection  took  place at  the  "Service d
1Economie  Rurale"  in the city 
of Luxembourg,  in  conjunction with  visits to  several  farms  which  had 
received the  compensatory  allowance. 
Scrutiny of the  individual  files  and  the  national  administrative provisions 
indicated that,  on  the  whole,  the  Latter  complied  with  the  Community  rules. 
A closer  examination  is still being  made  of certain matters  such  as  the 
definition of the  Less-favoured  areas  and  the areas  under  vines. - 18  .. 
In  Italy 
Inspections  were  conducted  in the  regions of Lombardy  and  Piedmont,  at 
the  "Assessorato  Regionale  dell 'Agricoltura"  in  Milan  and  Turin  and  at 
the "Ispettorato Ripartimentale delle  Foreste"  at  Cuneo. 
Visits  were  subsequently  made  to  two  "Comunita  Montane",  to  several  farms 
which  had  received  the  compensatory  allowance  and  to  three projects  for 
the  improvement  of  jointly0 farmed  alpine pastures. 
The  inspections  revealed certain problems  relating  to  the availability 
of national  funds;  the  annual  payment  of the compensatory  allowance to 
beneficiaries  and  the  reimbursement  of regional  expenditure. 
The  implementation of the  Directive  has  been  on  a  relatively  small  scale 
so  far  and  some  regions  have  not  yet  declared their  expenditure to  the 
EAGG F. 
The  Member  State  was  requested to  take  the  necessary  action  in  the  Light 
of the  Commission's  observations. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1820/80 
The  on-the~spot  inspection took  place  in  Dublin  at  the  Department  of 
Agriculture,  the  Department  of the  Environment,  the Department  of 
Fisheries  and  Forestry,  the  Department  of Industry  and  Energy,  the 
Electricity  Supply  Board  and  An  Chomhairle Oiliuna Talmhaiochta  (ACOT  ~ 
the Agricultural  Advisory  Body),  which  are  the bodies  responsible  at 
national  level  for  the  various  measures.  Inspections  were  also  ~arried 
out  in  the  counties of  Mayo  and  Galway,  at  the  County  Council  Office and 
the  Electricity  Supply  Board  Office  in  Castlebar  and  at  the  ACOT,  the 
Farm  Development  Service,  the Land  Commission  and  the Regional  Development 
Centre  and  Training  College  in Galway.  Apart  from  certain minor  problems 
which  have  been  or  are  now  being  cleared  up,  the  scrutiny of the  relevant 
data  and  the  national  implementing  provisions  indicated that  the  Community 
rules  had  been  observed.  Since  not  all  the  measures  provided  for  in the 
Regulation  had  been  introduced  at  the time of the  inspection,  some  checks 
have  still to  be  carried out. ...  19  .. 
Directive 79/173/EEC 
The  on ..  the•spot  inspection took  place at  the  "Societe  pour  La  mise  en 
valeur  agricole  de  La  Corse"  (Corsican  Farm  Development  Agency)  in Bastia, 
in  conjunction  with  visits to  irrigation installations  in  various parts 
of the  island.  The  scrutiny  revealed  a  basic  error  in  the interpretation 
of the  rules governing  applications  for  advance  payments  and  reimbursement; 
the  Member  State  was  requested to  make  changes  in  the  applications  sub• 
mitted  and  the  unused  Community  contribution was  deducted  from  the  advance 
paid  in  respect  o f  19 82 • 
The  inspection provided  an  opportunity to  resolve  certain questions  con• 
cerning  the  implementation of the  Directive.  It  was  noted that  the programme 
was  well  behind  schedule  and  that  the targets  would  not  be  achieved  within 
five  years  as  planned. 
The  Member  State  was  requested  to  take  steps  to  speed  up  the  work. 
(c)  Structural  measures  in  connection with  common  market  organizations 
Directive 77/391/EEC 
In  1982  two  on~the~spot inspections  were  carried out 
In the  United  Kingdom 
The  inspection took  place  at  the  Ministry  for  Agriculture,  Fisheries  and 
Food  in  London,  at  the  Chester  Animal  Health Office,  at  the  Alnwick  Animal 
Health  Office  and  at  a  slaughterhouse. 
These  administrative  checks  indicated compliance  with  the  Community  rules. 
The  Member  State  was  requested to  make  some  minor  improvements  in  the 
arrangements  for  charging  expenditure  to  the  EAGGF  and  to  reconsider  certain 
items  in  the applications  for  reimbursement.  These  matters  have  now  been 
settled and  the  necessary  changes  have  been  made  in  the applications  for 
reimbursement. 
In Italy 
The  inspection took  place  in the Piedmont  region,  at  the  "Assessorato  alla 
Sanita",  the  "Ufficio  Zootechnico  della provincia  de  Torino"  and  a  slaughter• 
house  in Turin  and  at  the  "Ufficio  del  Veterinario  provinciale"  in  Cuneo. 
Visits  were  also  made  to  the  "Assessorato  alla Sanita"  and  the  USL  Istituto 
Zooprofilattico  Regionale"  in  Aosta. - 20  -
Scrutiny of the  relevant  data  and  the  retional  and  regional  administrative 
provisions revealed  certain  weaknesses  in the  accounting  and  verification 
arrangements  relating  to  compensation  and  the  charging of expenditure to 
the  EAGGF. 
The  Member  State  was  requested to  make  the  necessary  improvements. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69 
Two  on•the•spot  inspections  were  carried out  in 1982 
In  France 
The  inspection was  carried out  at  the  FORMA  in Paris and  at  the  "Direction 
Departementale  de  l 1Agriculture  de  La  Haute•Corse"  (Departmental  Agricul• 
tural  Office  for  the  Corsican Highlands).  Visits were  paid to  several  farms 
which  had  carried out  conversion operations,  to  a  cooperative  and  to  an 
experimental  citrus•fruit  station. 
The  inspection  indicated compliance  with  the terms  for  the granting of aid. 
An  error  in the  charging of costs  was  found,  however,  and  the  Member  State 
had  omitted to  claim  reimbursement  for  expenditure on  packaging,  storage and 
processing  facilities.  On  a  more  general  level,  it  was  found  that  much  less 
conversion  work  had  been  completed  than had  been  forecast  under  the national 
plan. 
In  Italy 
The  inspection  was  carried out  in  Sicily  since this region  accounts  for  over 
60  %of all  expenditure  by  the  Member  State  in the citrus•fruit  sector. 
The  inspection  involved visits to  the  "Assessorato  Regionale"  for  agriculture 
in  Palermo,  the  "Ispettorato Provinciale"  for  agriculture  in  Catania and 
the  "Istituto  Sperimentale per  L'Agrumicoltura"  in Acireale.  Visits  were 
also  paid  to  three packing  stations,  a  nursery  and  several  citrus•fruit  farms. 
The  implementation of the programme,  particularly  in  relation to  the  con• 
version operations,  has  made  very  limited progress.  Problems  of  interpreta• 
tion and  application of the Regulation  were  noted,  particularly  in relation 
to  the  award  of supplementary  aid.  The  Member  State  has  been  requested to 
take  the  necessary  measures  to  comply  with  Community  provisions. - 21  -
Regulation  CEEC)  No  456/80 
The  on~the•spot  inspection  was  carried out  at  the  ONIVIT  in Paris, at  the 
ONIVIT  regional  office  in Toulouse  and  at the  Directorate•General  for 
Taxation  in the  department  of Gers.  In Gers  and  Haute•Garonne  visits were 
paid to  several  holdings  which  had  carried out  grubbing operations  and 
to  a  wine  cooperative.  The  Community  rules are observed;  a  minor  error  in 
the  charging of  costs  for  1981  will  be  dealt  with  by  an  adjustment  to  the 
application for  reimbursement  in  respect of 1982. 
The  Member  State was  requested to  state what  steps  had  been  taken to 
ensure  compliance  with  the prohibition on  planting  certain varieties of 
fruit  trees until  31  March  1982  and  to  communicate  the results of the 
checks  carried out. 
4.3.  Irregularities  in  connection with  the Guidance  Section 
The  irregularities are  listed  in the tables  in  Annexes  41  to  43. 
As  the tables  show,  23  new  cases  were  recorded  in 1982,  18  of which  have 
already  been  settled. Of  the total of 532  cases  recorded over  the years 
up  to  31  December  1982,  454,  or  85  %,  have  been  closed and  definitively 
settled. Aid  granted fro•  the Fund,  by  K•ber State,  up  to  31  Dece•ber  1982  AIIIIEX  1a 
DIRECT  MEASURES 
(UA/EUA/ECU) 
REOOLATI ON  BELGIQUE/  OANI'IARK  DEUTSCHLAND  ELLAS  FRANC£  IRELAND  ITALIA  LUXEI!BOORG  NEDERLAIIJ  UNITED  TOTAL 
BELGIE  KUffiOPI 
17/61+  135.811.568  1+6.276.050  503.~62.087  - %-05.2~1.258  73.320.787  668.149.078  8.851.930  139.394.21+3  134.641.539  2.11 s. 148. 51+0 
3SS/71  21+.199.689  21.368.787  106.582.326  31.352.358  163.075.-m  59.508.337  308.872.518  604.751  36.-1-07.726  62.951.591+  814.929. 519 
1760/78  - - - - 26.099.996  - 59.440.204  - - - 85.51+0.200 
269/79  - - - - 4-1.307.618  - 92.524.813  - - - 133.832.431 
1362/78  - - - - - - 150.680.294  - - - 150.680.294 
1852/78  716.599  2.611.223  2.474.413  1.825.  762  7.980.170  14.553.951  19.640.313  - 1.  578.860  13.619.4-09  65.000.706 
2722/72  - - 2.868.852  - 6.714.062  - - - - - 9.582.914 
1505/16  - - - - - - 4-5.000.000  - - - -1-S.OOO.OOO 
2395/79  - - - - 12.115.000  - - - - - 12.115.000 
1943/81  - - - - - - - - - - 2.935.994  2.935.994-
1938/81  - - 9.076.377  - - - - - - - 9.076.377 
4-58/80  - - - - 13.729.279  - 1.967.349  - - - 15.696.628 
TOTAL  I  160.727.856  70.256.060  624.4-6'  •• 055  33.178.120  676.262.810  147.383.081  1.346.27+.569  9.%56.687  177.380.829  214.151+. 536  3.459.538.603 
1110 I  RECT  MEASURES 
In  progress  %-0.283.149  70.819.595  %-00.712.234  14.511.245  m  •  .r.so.436  200.099.529  101.646.732  5.562.820  73.189.024  392.585.782  1.  721.860. 51+6 
Co1plehd  1.631.520  242.504  39.807.068  - 29.299.510  618.364  175.679.708  7.797.9"  7.~5.212  418.061  269.039.891 
•. 
TOTAL  II  41.914.669  71.062.099  "0.519.302  14.511.245  451.74-9.946  200.717.893  277.326.4%-0  13.360.764  80.734.236  _,.393.003.843  1.990.900."1 
TOTAL  I •  II  208.642.525  141.318.159  1.064.983.351  \7.689.365  ~.128.012.756  348.1oo.9n  1.623.601.009  22.817  .~51  258.115.065  607.158.379  5.450.439.040 
--- ------~  -"-----~  - ---~  -~-Aid  pay ..  nh fro•  tho Fund,  by  Moober  Shh, up  to 31  Oocoober  1982  mrx  1b 
DIRECT  MEASURES 
(UA/£UA/ECU) 
REiillAT 101  lll&IQU£/BElGIE  OAIIII.RX  O£UTSCHLAMJ  nus  FRAil:£  IRElAIO  IT ALIA  lUXEMBOURG  IEOERLAI()  UIIT£0  l ll!llOM  TOTAl 
17/M  115,.998,1",25  41,323,656,67  493,093.342,  !11  - 302,n9,162,63  34,931,728,12  256,039,938,71  6,651,8!11,62  126.352.3~.11  92,828,366,63  1,469,9%4,625,71 
355/71  14.2!3,966,18  13,437,561,56  51.738,!39,88  - 53,262.375,97  16,186,518,90  !i9,580.62!,69  428,506,33  14.512.034,91  26,874,855,28  256,315,.388,70 
1852/78  m.774,65  1,351.085,71  1,696.090,69  - 1.  121.188,41  11,845,.~5,89  5.745.052,80  - 204.8!i9,60  7,516,600,18  30.268,!i97. 99 
i  1505/76  - - - - - - 1!1,.289,715,60  - - - 15.289,795,60 
2395/79  - - - - a.m.531,n  - - - - - a.m.531,n 
1760/78  - - - - 8,681,045,"  - 8,303,379,92  - - - 16,984.425,36 
269/79  - - - - 13,904.716,53  - .ui,89!1,.U0,66  - - - 62,800.261,19 
1362/78  - - - - - - "·230.677  ,39  - - - "·230.677  ,31 
2722/72  - - 2,868,852,46  - 6,515.5~,65  - - - - - 9,384,"7,11 
1943/81  - - - - - - - - - 966,826,81  966,826,81 
1938/81  - - - - - - - - - - -
TOTAl  I  131.1113.185,08  56,118,304,00  555,.397 .225, ~  - 394,681.675,10  62,964,192,!11  438,084.964,83  7,086,397,95  141.069,288,62  128.246.648,90  1,!114,662,583,33 
lll1R£CT  "EASUR£S 
IR  'rogross  4D.246.n1,35  68.720.768,69  391 • .\84,316,07  14.511.245,80  416,407.532,87  200.051.274,26  101.646.732,53  5.519.351,94  73.834.317,63  390,524,710,14  1,702.952,391,28 
Coopleted  7,611.520,87  242.504,96  39.807,068,64  - 29.299.510,54  618.364, !i9  17!1,.679,708,80  7.797,944,19  7.545,212, 76  418.061,06  269.039.896,41 
TOTAL  II  %7,177.662,22  68.963.273,65  431,291,384,71  14,511,245,80  "5.707.043,41  200,675.638, 85  277 .326,"1,33  13,317.296,13  81,379.530,39  390,942,711,20  1,971,992,287,69 
TOT~~ I •  II  178,8!1.547 ,30  125,081.517,65  986,688,610,65  14,511,245,80  840,388,718,51  263.639,831,76  715,.\11,406,16  20.403,694,08  222."8.819,  01  519,189,420,10  3,886,654,871,02 
- -----AIIIIEX  2 
0 I  RECT  MEASURES 
Atd  granted fro• 1 January  to  31  Dec•ber 1982 
(EQJ) 
REWLATIOII  BElGIQJE/  OAIIIIARK  0£UTSCHLAIIl  EllAS  FRAEE  IRELAND  IT  ALIA  LUXEIIBOORG  IIEOERlAIIl  UIIITED 
TOTAL  BELGIE  KIN!IlOM 
. 
355/77  5.~303  5.317.180  26.909.038  13.985.915  36.460.148  1S.813.m  82 •  .\96.sn  111.715  6.767.IJIO  1.\.888.640  21J1.19S.783  ' 
1852/78  149.t37  1.37~.~21  1.~13.781  1.825.762  3.260.UO  ~.381.836  7.206.111  - 188.8211  4.4-85.214  25.087.029 
1760/78  - - - - 6.218.650  - Z1.020.2CJ1  - - - 21.238.857 
261/79  - - - - 15.856.~  - 39.156.7U  - - - 55.013.168 
1362/78  - - - - - - 48.500.788  - - - 48.500.188 
19U/81  - - - - - - - - - 1.347.480  1.347.480 
1138/81  ..  - t.me.m  - - - - - - - t.a76.m 
~58/80  - - - - 13.729.211  - 1.967.341  - - - 15.6116.628 
TOTAL  S.!BUM  ••  611.1101  1l.H1.20'- 1s.a21.m  7S.S2S.741  20.195,251  200.RI.431  111.715  7.7SS.M  20.721.JU  310.156.110 :g 
DIRECT  11EASURES  ANNEX  3 
Aid  pay1ents  fro•  1 January  to  31  Dece•ber  1982 
(ECU) 
REWLATI ON  TOTAL  BELGICllE/  DANMARX  OEUTSCHLA Ill  FRANCE  IRELAIIl  IT ALIA  lUXE11BillRG  NEDERLAND  UNITED 
BELGIE  KINCDOI1 
17/M  82.616.744,8~  3.964.4S5,17  1.260.02~,39  27.270.303,~1  15.025.043,68  4.085.782,81  20.811.147,69  65.859,45  4.798.88 5, 01  5.335.213,23 
355/77  113.019.,250,11  5.430.S89,12  5.688.8~5.  63  20.490.912,34  21.812.269,43  9.864.677, 57  31.766.420,78  48.513,20  7.275.663, 99  10.6~1.058,  05 
1852/18  11.771.~3,81  184.520,46  1.201.166,59  1.2 52.Q61, 54  543.514-,91  3.547.290, 25  2.863.310, 65  - 204.859,60  1.973.919,81 
1505/76  3.  703.491, 53 
~  - - - - 3.703.491, 53  - - -
2395/19  .  492.579,05  - - - 492.519,05  - - - - -
1760/18  9.158.300, 84  - - - 3.220.594,46  - 5.937.706, 38  - - -
269/19  33.,062.556, 75 
~  - - 6.,690.333,82  - 26.312.222,93  - - -
1362/111  6.030.677' 39  - - - - - 6.030.677,39  - - -
1D43/81  966.,826,81  - - - - - - - - 966.826,81 
TOTAL  260.821.911,13  9.579.894,. 75  8.150.036, 61  ~9.0111-.177.  29  47.784.335,35  17.497.750,63  97.484.977,35  114.312,65  12.279.408,60  18.911.017,90 
---------- --- -- L  ___  -- - '----~·---- ------- --DIRECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  4-
Aid  payunts  up  to 31.12.1982 
(UA/EUA/ECU) 
REOOLATION  TOTAL  II£LGICliE/  OANKARK  OEUTSCHUIC  FRANCE  IREUIC  !TAU A  LUXEHBOORG  NEDERLAIIl  UNITED 
II£LGIE  KINtDOH 
17/64- 1.4-69.~.625,71 115.998.14-4-.25  4-1.323.656,67  4-93.093.34-2,91  302.719.162,63  34.931.728,12  256.039.938,77  6.657 .891, 62  126.352.394,11  92.828.366,63 
355/77  256.315.388,70  14.293.966,18  13.437.561,56  57.738.939,88  53.262.375,97  16.186.518,90  59.580.629,69  4-28.506,33  14.512.034-,91  26.874-.855,28 
1852/78  30.268.597,99  721.774-,65  1.357 .oa5,  11  1.696.990,69  1.121.188,41  11.84-5.94-5,89  5.74-5.052,80  - 204-.859.60  7.576.600,18 
1005/78  15.289.795,60  - -
~  - - 15.289.795,60  - - -
2395/79  8.4-77.531,4-7  - - - 8.477.531,47  - - - - -
1760/78  15.984-.U5,36  - - - 8.681.04-S."  - 8.303.379, 92  - - -
269/79  62.800.267,19  - - - 13.904-.776, 53"  - 4-8.895.4-90,66  - - -
1362n8  ".230.677,39  - - - - - "·230.677  ,39  - - -
'm'J./72  9.3M."7,11  - - 2.868.852,4-6  6.515."594-,65  - - - - -
1"3/81  966.826,81  - - - - - - - - 966.826,811 
! 
I 
! 
TOTAL  1.rt4-.662.583,33 131.013.885,08  56.118.304-,00  555.397 .22S. 94- 394-.681.675,10  62.964-.192,91  4-38.084-.964-,83  7.086.397. 95  141.069.288,62  128.24-6.648,90 I(}.SURES  1962  BELGIQUE/BELGI[ 
1.  &.ural  s.ch·dnctural 
Dlroct"o lo 12/159/EEC  2.m.778,68 
Dlroot1ft lo 12/160/rEC  16,569,65 
i  D1roctho  lo 12/161/[[C  181.408,71 
TOTAL  I  2.922,757,0\ 
II. To  aasht lest·fuourlll "!!'•• 
Dlroctln lo  75/268/EEC  1.m.:na,1o 
01 roctl¥t lo 78/628/EEC  -
Dlroclln lo 78/627/EEC  -
Olroctlfl lo  79/359/EEC  -
D1roct1fl  lo  79/173/EEC  -
R09Ulat1 .. (££C)  lo 1820/80  -
Roqalatloo  (EEC)  lo 18'11/80  -
Roqubiloo  (EEC)  lo 1054/81  -
D1roc:tln lo 81/527/[[C  -
TOTAL  II  1,764,318,70 
Ill. Struotllt'al  co ..  octod  with •-• 
arktt II"'CJ<<ft I nH  on1 
Roqulatloa  (EEC)  Jo 135ln3  -
Roqulatloo  (EEC)  Ro  11r18m  702,213,80 
Dlractln lo  77/3!11/EEC  2,894,461,61 
Roqulatleo  (EEC)  lo  794n&  -
Rogulatleo  (EEC)  lo 116Jn6  2.855,49 
Rogulat1oo  (EEC)  lo 2511/69  -
Rogulatloo  (HC)  lo 1035/72  n.oti,s5 
Roqulet1oo  (HC)  lo  1696nJ  -
Regul.tloo  (EEC)  lo  3796/81  -
Rogulatloo  (HC)  lo  456/80  -
Ragolatloo  (£EC)  lo  458/80  -
Rogulatlt•  (££C)  lo  210n9  -
Doclsloo  Jo  80/109&/rEC  -
TOTAL  Ill  3.612.535,75 
TOTU  I •  II  •  Ill  8,299,611,49 
liD I  R£CT  IIL\SURES 
Payeents  ud1 h  1992  for  gtniral  uc\o·structural  .enures. aauures  to  auht luswfavourad  rtcJ1ons 
ud structural  uasuras  connected  v\th co ..  on  urkri Or"9an1Zit1ont 
OAN114RK  0£Ur.iCH\.AIIl  FRUC[  ELLIS  IR[UIIJ  IT ALIA 
6,  996.061.97  22.050,907.44  27,424.167,23  - 10.259.533,81  2.617.1!11,66 
- 591.069,0\  152.898,37  - 52,403,93  -
64,795,79  299.246,64  3,640.685,01  - 145.869,90  325.932,08 
7,060.857,66  22,941,223,12  :n.211.750,61  - 1M57.827,64  2.943.123,74 
- 12.216.358,21  31.190.449,33  14,243,626,09  27,815.269,12  19,647,535,42 
- - - - s.m.2!11.~  -
- - 7,638,865,82  - - - - - 4,727,438,72  - - -
- - 652,545,84  - - -
- - - - 12,363,507 ,u  -
43.2~,93  - - - - - - - - - 3, 627.401,37  -
- - 2,858.119,39  - - -
43.m,93  12.216,358,21  47,061.419,10  14,243,626,09  49,283.469,26  19.647.535,42 
- m.m,11  - - - -
6.629,672,89  23.543,\08,77  8,221.281,16  - 2.234. 512, 5I  -
106.388,98  U9,943,09  10.400.715,15  267.619,71  8.251,390, 72  4,210,926,48 
- - - - - -
- - 111.892,49  - - 1.504.813,23 
- - - - - 3,880.935, 72 
- - - - 38.400,59  1,385.+03,74 
- - - - - -
- - 34,686,13  - - -
- - 22.354,063,06  - - - - - 839,296,29  - - 444.987,53 
- - - - - 90,788,13 
- - - - - -
6,736.061,87  24,100.828,97  41,961.934,28  267.619,71  10.524,293,85  11.517,854,83 
13.840.154,46  59.258.410,30  120.247,103,99  14,511.245,80  70.265,590,75  34,108.513,99 
-- ---- '-
UI£X5 
(£CI1) 
LUJ(["BOORG  RIDERLAIIJ  UNITED  KIIIDO!  TOT A:. 
156,631,39  14,577.712,83  - 86,807,004,!11 
- 29.489,55  22.452,79  864,183,33  - 201.770,73  - 4,859.108,86 
156,631,39  14,808,973,11  22.452,79  92.531.5!17 ,10 
1,172,092,63  - 36.435, 102,rt  144,484.152,47 
- - - s.m.2!11,34  - - - 7  .638.165, 82 
- - - 4,727.438,72 
- - - 652,515.84  - - - 12,363.507,43  - - - 43.234,93 
- - 612,888,73  4,24o.290, 10 
- - - 2,858,119,39 
1,172,092, 63  - 37.0\7,9!11,70  182,486,0\6,04 
- - - 111.m,11 
u.m,52  4.570.996,47  12.671,877.67  58.611.782,82 
- - 918,511,56  27,479.977,30 
- - - - - - - 1.619,561,21 
- - - 3.880,935, 72 
- m.m,6a  29,817,38  2.220,904,24 
- - - -
- - 30.211,52  64,!97,65 
- - - 22.354,t63, 06 
- - - 1,284,283,83 
- - - 90.788,13 
98,038,51  - - 98,038,51 
141,868,03  5,315.264,15  13,650,148,13  117,828.709,57 
1.4~0.  592,05  20.124.237,26  50.720,8!12,62  392.816,352,71 B!:LoiQIJE/B!LGIE  OAN!V.RK 
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01 RECT  IIUSU~ES 
Reqlonal  breakdown  by  lloobor  State of  prolocls financed  by  tho  Guidance  Section  - Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  -Year 1982 
OEUTSCIU..AID 
";;~  Aid 
Regions  1_:  ~granted 
~  ~,' 
Sr;hlesvlg~~ 
Hohloln  18  I  3.075 
Maaburg  •  - • 
)1.\ader-
sachsu 
1
20  I  s.e22 
BrneD  - -
Kordrh)\n 
Vestfalen  8  j  1.622 
Hesson  2713.051 
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(Vest) 
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Reolons 
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France 
Chatpagne 
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Picardie 
Hauhw 
Morr:andlel  3 
Centre  2 
Basse-
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Bourl)ogne  1 
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Al&ace 
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Brehgne 
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10 
6 
2 
10 
2 
10 
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, m  r~·ll· 
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2.018 
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1.<07 
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IT ALIA  LUXE II BOURG 
"0  .::1  Aid 
~  tgranhd 
Regions  :  -fij  Aid  i i r;:ranted 
31  1.752  1  I  112 
51  3.989 
71  2.530 
10  4.891 
231  5.052 
12  1.480 
1  <09 
5  <.95-1 
'  650 
3  6.1(); 
6  7.815 
2  1.045 
8  8.161 
1  a.m 
5  <.310 
5  6.926 
s  6.551 
21  6.851 
1161  82.<97  112 
AN~EX 5 
('OOG  ECU) 
HEDERUII1l  UNITED  m:IJOII 
Regions 
Gro;:lng:n 
Fr-\eshnd 
Orenthe 
:-1;,  Aid 
-~  .~ granted 
-I 
l 
Re;lons 
Yorlu.h\re-
c  u 
0  • 
~~ 
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661  ! 
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2.\BD 
1.328 I 
2051 
668  I 
1.2t;; 
2.i11 
2.701 
I 
I 
I 
I 
20  I  6.767  61! H.£SS 0 I  RECT  ftEASURES  !!!!.1 
Rt9lonal  b•oakdown  by  ftoobe•  Slat• of  P")ocls financed  by  the Guidance  Section. R19ulatlon  (EEC)  lo  355/17. y,.., 1978-1!182 
( 1000  EUA/!IIl) 
1\[LG\OOE/BELG\£  OAIII!Rl  OEUTSCIIU\IJ  FRAIC£  fLUS  JRELAIJ  ITALIA  LUX[IIBOORG  IEDEI!Ulll  Ui\TED  K  JlllXlft 
H 
~  ~  ~  ~ 
0.  0.  Aid  Aid 
Rog\ons  ~::  Aid 
R19lons  .:~ 
Aid 
Rae, Ions  ~~ 
Aid 
RIQ\ons  ~! 
Aid 
Regloos  ~! 
Aid 
Regions  ~~ 
Aid 
Regions  ~! 
Aid 
Regions  k"i  Aid  Regions li 
gr-anted  Reg\ans 
granted  granted  Q!"altttd  granted  granted  gruted  gralrl:td  granted  granted  lf  •  0 
~  ~  ~ ~  ~~  ~:;.  .i~  ~~  b::;. 
fland...  Stol'kl- ~chleswtg- Jlo-de- II sci  1  105  Ooneqal  15  5.523  Pl•onh  17  6,720  5  605  6roll11l9aJ  2  ~99  o.th  15  2.101  O.hnlale/  benba.Yn  1  \9  olshhl  67  11.890  fl"lllCI  1  80  Aoa!ollkl  llortb~Vest  6  2.U1  Vallo 
F•ltsland  ~  3.319  orktblra- Onl-
1  Chatpagne  st  ....  1  53  d1Aosta  ~  700 
Y'laanderen  22  3,\8\  ~~ fo•  ~•bui'IJ  990 
Ardermes  7  3.684  lorth~East  25  7,650  ltgarla  2  2.31~  Dre~the  1  55  u1bersl dt  28  4.955  StOI'ebatl 
I odor-- Plca•dlo  6  1.7\0  Dltlkl  Loabardla  11  1MOO  ~·t- lrluG-a  ekskl 
f-chsen  55  1s.m  lla~~t ...  ste  ....  5  1.063  Vost  16  7,n6 
Trent lao- O.,.l]ntl  7  1.819 
ldludo  23  5.630  joa:ldeoti  S!ol'kl-
lona~:~dte  13  2.7\3  ftldlands  10  5."5  Alto  Adlg  40  18,572  6eldtrlan  11  2.m  lv·st- DerilaYD  26  2,837  fir ....  - - Centre  7  4.121  Pol opt· 
Veneto  ~  13,.235  ut- 'flaudere!  S.l-13  atscu  10  2.662  Eacl  26  6.855  Dt•~c:ht  3  t5l  oglla  16  3.011 
29  Vest  fw  ordrilelo- Basn- Frlall- ...... ,  Stocabatl  85  1a,m  estfalea  311  11,032  Jonaodte  10  4.780  ThMikl  3  332  Ml dvesl  16  5.112  Yenezta  B.  1  698  loord-- outb..£ut  33  7,555 
ot~  ..  17  2.321  S.lnland  ~9  10.102  Boargogne  5  1,838  Amlollkl  Soul b-East  28  8,601  Eollh- Rolland  18  7.352  ovtb-Vod  26  s.m  - - ..... 
RNaqna  104  30.6~5  lord-Pas- llakedo111a  4  :107  Zalol- l•boONJ/  Flll'e  l!belolanol- Soulb-Vosl  30  7.544  Toscana.  35  7,G14  nl- \oburg  6  1,163 
S.591  dt-Calah  12  7.564  hul•lkl  Uab•la  2~  8.002  Hollaad  33  13.675  ~ldlands  16 
"9\0QIIt"  - - falz  2~  Lorra\ae  ~  1.!124  11<1111- 3.~50  Brabaot  12  3,385  Badea- Alsaet  9  3,696  llakedoola  6  2.097  reg,onal  ~  2.401  llai'Cbe  28  15.560  Z1eland  11  635  ~o.tb-Vesl  13  1.8811  Laztt  60  22,149  1bload/  ~1'1111- fraPChe- Dltlkl 
Ca.pa~ta  13  19.!127  loon!-
al ..  22  ~.269  megou- lf'9  232  28.346  CoalE  1  380  llakodoola  1  m 
Abruttl  19  19.870  Brabant  15  ~.689  -
12  1,%15  jjay.,..  \8  20,833  Pays-do-
lptros  ~  1,325  Moll so  3  2,293  l1•barg  7  1.088  cotland  89  12.589 
aaur/  la-toln  17  6.518 
Puglia  22  29.4~  ortbera- a.arlaad  ~  2.312  Brriagna  Z1.  11,757  Kenl•lkl 
Basilica!  H  13.~13  Z.IJ, 
Ireland  57  11,525  ......  ~  3.902 
PoHou- st..-ea  .  - Polders  1  125  erllll 
O.are:ntes  7  3,683  Calabria  25  26,151 
ultl- \lgo/  (Vest)  - - Thusalh  5  1.978  Sicilia  29  31.~08  lnhr- alk  14  2.310  Aqullaloo  42  9.317 
Sardegaa  ·n  2Q.\11  regtoaale  oglonal  1  138  ~rare  ftldl- K•ltl  3  1.111~ 
llultl- gobhdn  1  73 
ux.-ourg 
egtontD  Pr•I•Ees  1~  3.633  axeaburg  ~  ~0  Mull!- 'f<llonall  6  9.329  ol••ffend  - - llaous1a  7  936  M:glonaux  ~  19.932  llaltl- Rl'lOne-
!glorraux/  Alpes  18  1M!12 
lohr- Auvergne  3  1,304 
e«J\onale  laaguedoc 
~obhdec  2  446  Rovss\ llo  156  6o.m 
Provence- I 
c.; to 
cf'Azar  ~1  11.179 
Corse  1  ~3 
o.o.ft.  7  2.379 
"•ltl-
Nlalooaux  12  8.338 
TOTAL  122  24,199  112  21,368  SIB  106,582  m  163.1J76  47  31,352  176  59,508  537  308,873  5  605  117  36.408  339  62,957 0 I  RI:CT  IEASURES  !!ll! 
lopro••onl of oarhtlll<)  structarts • Rtc}alotloo  (EEC)  •• 355ffi  • Tar 1§2 
(ECU) 
llll&IQIJE/BH&I£  DAIIIA!lK  DEUTSCHUII  ElLIS  FRAICE  IR[UIIJ  ITALIA  lumilruRG  NEOERlAIIJ  umro K  II  !DOll  rom 
1":;.  "0.  ";;. 
~a 
0  u  ...  "0.  !i 
...  ;i 
...  ... £  SECTOR  Al4  Aid  Aid  Aid  Aid  ;i  Aid  Aid  Aid  ;i  Aid  Aid 
0  • 
Aid 
~!  IIi  ki  IIi  ~oi  t!  .:!  g~ld  11- gr10tld 
l~ 
gronlod  vraotod  jf 
grontld  ~- grunted  ~- grontld  li 
granted  -to  gronlod  lt 
grontld  grontld  •  0  •  0  lk 
•  0  •  0  I  ~t.  ~~ 
~ ..  ~ ..  ~~ 
~ ..  -~  -,_ 
1.  ftllkpro.,ch  s  1,11%,181  1  122.~  17  7.m.563  2  155,.708  .  .  4  1.832.067  1%  7.633.288  .  .  2  m.~m  5  2.033.572  51  20.612.291  9,9 
II. Ileal  7  1.365.395  7  3.022,91!3  2  811,051  .  .  1~  8,046.593  11  7.513.869  2  1.286.652  .  .  7  1.834.!11~  1~  6.on.559  M  30.016.022  1\,~ 
Ill, VIH  - - .  .  18  2.625.~3  2  ~586  29  10,858.070  - - 29  19.196.056  1  111.715  - .  .  .  79  33,196.970  15,9 
IV.  Froll ... ngolablos  I  2.006.129  - - 2~  6,952.~93  9  2.7!11.31~  2~  10.099.089  1  1.372.m  31  21,2§,6~2  .  - 5  1.321.519  6  321.315  109  ~6.162.675  22,2 
Y.  Flonn old  plonls  1  25.686  1  361.385  1  153.275  - - - -·  - - .  - - - 3  2.893.2~  - - 6  3.~33.600  1,7 
Yl. Fl ob.,. , .....  to  - - 10  566.417  7  1~.322  .  .  2  2,160.329  7  1,715.068  12  5.617.996  .  - - .  15  1.229.710  53  11.m.Mz  5,5 
Yll. Ccroa ,.  1  12~.788  - - '5  6.100,55\  4  10.2W.883  1  75.821  11  1.o34.m  12  8.2~8.832  - - - - 8  1.120.212  82  27.~S.9M  13,2 
Ylll. Aoloal  fHd  - - - - - - - - - - 2  309.702  3  1.979.602  - - - - - - 5  2,289,304  1,2 
IX. s  ..  ds  2  238.383  1  495.366  11  1.67S.MB  - - 5  2.088.956  - .  1  125.682  - - - - 4  361.267  2~  4.985.501  2,, 
X.  £991  ••• ,oollrr  ' 
560.735  2  422.289  - - - - - - 13  1.656.n&  - - - - 3  ~19,931  3  995,970  25  ·~.055.701  1,9 
XI.  Olho oil  - - - - - - 3  ~oz.m  - .  - - 3  6.033.169  - - - - - - 6  6.~35.593  .3,1 
XII.  Tol>acco  - - - - - - - - - .  - - 8  10.170.M1  - - - - - - 8  10.170.~1  4,9 
XIII.  Olhor  - - 2  326.236  5  852.383  - - 11  3,132,090  3  378.9~7  1  905.987  - - ..  - 8  2,152.035  30  1.m.61a  ~.7 
TOTAl  AID  GRAITm  •  3D  S.US.303  24  5.317.180  130  26,909,038  20  13,995.!115  86  36.460.~  52  15.813.417  116  82,496.~7  1  111.715  20  6,767,080  63  14.888,6W  ~2  208,195.783  100,0 
' 
TOTAl  IMSTIEIT  29.960.526  32,512.342  37.480.~47  59.018.152  145.096.713  51.870.211  m.610.749  538,§7  ~5.505.126  68,882.788  795,517.047 DIRECT  IIEASURES 
~ 
l!!f!r••••nt  of  oarkotlnq  stroctvros - R!CJ•latlon  (EEC)  lo  355ffi  -Tears 1978-1982 
(EUA/ECU) 
BELGI~E/BELGIE  OANKARK  DEUTSCHLIIII  ELLIS  FRAIICE  IRELAIII  ITALIA  LUXEKBOORG  MEDER Lilli  umrn liiCDOK  TOTAL  ...  ...  ... 
~! 
...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ... 
~ 
S E C T 0 R 
0  •  Aid 
it 
Aid 
a  •  Aid  Aid  ji 
'Aid 
0  •  Aid 
a  •  Aid  ;i  Aid  ;i  Aid 
0  •  Aid  ii 
Aid  -=i  il 
~rooted  grantod  1~ 
gr.,hd  graated  granted  II 
granted  11 
granted  granhd  granted  If 
ljranhd  granhd  ....  -~  -0.  l£  -0.  l~  :it  l~ 
1.  Rllk,rodliCts  19  5.09\.628  n  3.139.91~  ~9  22.155.651:  2  155.708  13  7.111.720  \~  12,509.106  ~  19.030.198  - - 32  9.921.883  ~  10.218.379  275  89.~186  11,0 
II. lleot  37  7.347.059  32  9,203.729  ~0  10.6n.H3  - - 69  37.561.~0  55  26.286.~8  ~2  9.571.078  - - 31  1.093,942  n  n.m.2ss  370  132. 510.25i  16,3 
Ill. lho  - - - - 123  17,~92.90  6  1.~51.!113  H9  55.~2.~58  - - 121  65.975."  3  371.~85  - - - - ~ H0.3l4.20\  11,2 
I  IY. Frwlt  and  YOCJohblos  3~  s.s9s.m  6  616.011Z  ,.  27 .795.09~  n  6,351.781  121  39.202.358  3  2.778.271  186  127.  716.2S.  - - 23  9,398.995  36  6,158.583  5H  228,1i1Z.167  28,1 
v.  Flollll'a  and  plaata  1  25.686  6  1.~2~.562  16  2,637.20!  - - 3  1,687.796  1  263,517  1  2.2".m  - - 11  8.on.m  1  15.036  ~  16.Il2.925  z.o. 
VI,  Asb"7 products  6  26M69  38  z.m.m  1~  1,022.867  - - 9  3,317.~  17  ~.131,907  H  22.012.008  - - 1~  1,194.251  60  5.959.056  205  40.623.532  s.o 
I  VII.  Coroals  8  "1.09~  - - 112  14,\85,420  8  20.463.~7  6  1,528.~60  20  3,!170.902  34  13,307,821  - - - - 36  8,087,966  22~  62.ZIS.1Sl  7,1 
VIII, Aaloal  fHd  z  960.811Z  2  m.229  - - - - 1  152,831  16  6.~7.970  5  5,3~5.527  1  22.58~  - - 18  1.019.~10  45  13,!111,351  1,7 
IX.  Soocls  7  731.m  5  1,529,736  35  5,928,576  - - 22  9,917,138  - - 5  1.m.871  1  210.688  2  151.711  11  893,632  88  21.205.821  Z.l 
X.  [1J91  ud poaltry  8  m.oo3  3  617.752  4  1.638,173  - - 1  ~~~193  16  3,051.936  - - - - 4  566,56~  26  3,515,055  62  10.517.736  1,3 
XI. DUn e\1  - - - - - - 7  2.92M7  5  122.756  - - 25  12,721.55!  - - - - - - 37  1S.nl.781  1,! 
XII.  Toiacco  - - - - 1  168,51  - - - - - - 26  22,083.529  - - - - - - 27  22.Z>Z.~  Z,l 
XIII,  nt~or  - - 6  1,702.Sl8  10  2.633.177  - - 23  s.m.m  ~  468,683  11  6,961.~67  - - - - 9  2.208.211  63  20,!150.758  2,5 
TOTAL  AID  fi!AITED  122  n.199,690  112  21,368.786  518  106,582.327  H  31,352,3~8  m  163.075.~28  176  59,508.340  Sl7  308.872.513  5  60\,751  117  36.~.728  329  62,957.59~  2.385  8H.!I29.5Z1  100.1 
TOTAL  IMSTI'EIT  1~.!179,67~  129,922.796  ~8.870.~3  m.967.m  659.210,528  239.!173.828  930,905.582  2.662.m  259,962,270  309.37s.m  3J56.SJo.m 
-~ 0  I  RECT  MEASURES  AIIIIEX  10 
Applications  for  aid  by  year  - Guidance  Section  - Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  - 1982 
Projects  subaltted  Projects  definitely  lodged 
Nuaber  of  Nu•ber  of  ~uaber of  llu;ber  of  Total  Projects  financed 
KEMBER  STATES  Total  projects  projects  projects  projects  Total  I  nvestllent  Total  nuaber  wlthdra1111  unaccep- ~ot coaply- rej ectad  owl ng  Nu•ber  Aid  granted  lnvest•ent  or  no  longer  table  lng  vlth  to  lack  of 
needed  ~ondltlons  funds  ( 1000  ECU)  (•ooo  ECU)  (•ooo  ECU) 
El&IWE/111.81 E  60  0  1  1  28  60  76.534- 30  5.~35  29.961 
DAJIWII(  61  2  3  0  3ft  65  86.765  2~  5.317  32.512 
' 
DEDTSCIIUI)  168  3  1  1  33  165  219.606  130  26.909  137.4-80 
mAS  31  8  0  0  3  23  82.896  20  13.996  59.019 
FRAU  233  3  5  1  138  230  338.076  86  36.~  1.\.5.097 
IREUil  143  7  2  ~  78  136  212.687  52  15.813  51.870 
I  TAll A  185  2  29  6  32  183  401.796  116  82.~97  22~.611 
LUXEIIBOORG  1  0  0  0  0  1  539  1  112  539 
IIIDERUIJ  26  0  0  0  6  26  6~.262  20  6.761  ~s.~ 
lllllllD lllfllOII  ng  1  0  2  1n  2~5  ~52.~95  63  14.889  68.883 
TOTAL  1.163  32  ~1  15  533  1.1M  1.935.656  ~  208.196  795.518 
----- -----------L__ 
----~--- - --- --0  IRECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  11 
Pay11nts  eade  up  to  31.12.1982  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 
(EUA/ECU) 
YEAR  TOTAL  BELGIQJE/  DAIIHARK  DEUTSCHLAIIl  FRANCE  IRELAIIl  ITALIA  LUXEHBOORG  II£D£RLAIIl  UNITED 
BELGIE  KINIDOII 
1978  60.948.179,~7  2.797.817,35  2.636.8~1.  47  15.161.810,99  13.252.099,65  2.~00.255,  52  11.522.110,~2  178.231,~1  3.835.701, 79  9.163.310,87 
1979  69.381.7().\,03  3.817.594,29  2.6n.569,19  n.o76.o32,80  1~.026.~35,23  2.530.820,~5  21.943.875,55  201.761,72  ~.287  .318,~5  5.863.296,35 
1980  77.737.188,79  3.937.719,68  3.~.~77,62  15.635.991,73  19.2~6.121.~  ii.~~.5n,99  18.970.898,38  - 3.  757.852,71  6.359.612,28 
1981.  ~5.802.399,  78  3.~87  .176, 87  3.795.613,8~  12.221.529,"  6.737.719,69  ~.770.927  ,94  6.621.121,06  ~.513,20  2.631.161, 96  5.~88.635,  78 
1982  2."5.9111,63  253.657,99  1.026.059,~~  6~3.5n,92  - - 522.62~.28  - - -
GRANO .TOTAL  256.31 5.388. 70  n.293.966,18  13.~37.561,56  57.738.939, 88  53.262.375,97  16  .. 186.518, 90  59.580.629,69  ~28.506,33  n.S12.o3~,91  26.8n.s55,28 HERBER  STATES 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE 
DAN MARK 
DEUTSCHLAND 
FRANCE 
ELLAS 
IRELAND 
ITAL I A 
LUXEMBOURG 
NEDERLAND 
UN I  TEO  K  I  NGOOH 
TOTAL 
Situation by  Ke•ber  State  of projects  financed 
Projects 
financed 
122 
112 
519 
422 
47 
176 
537 
5 
117 
339 
2.395 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 
Projects  Pro} ects 
COipleted  not  carried  out 
60 
63 
245 
81 
-
3.1, 
92 
3 
53 
192 
823 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 
Rate  of pay ~ant of al d granted 
Pay•ents  as %  of co11lt•ents 
1 
4 
3 
-
-
.1, 
25 
-
5 
10 
52 
ANIEX  12 
Projects 
In progress 
61 
45 
270 
341 
47 
138 
.1,20 
2 
59 
137 
1.520 
COHHUNITY 
AId  granted  to  A  I d granted  to  A  I d granted  to  Aid  granted  to  A  I d granted  to 
1978  projects  1979  projects  1980  pro} ects  1981  projects  1982  pro }acts 
BELGI OUE/BELGI E  78,63  8-\,06  77,5.1,  62,85  .1,,65 
DAN HARK  68,23  78,93  80,50  83,27  19,30 
DEUTSCHLAND  90,12  87,50  68,15  50,80  2,-\0 
FRAt«:E  57,26  53,90  47,50  18,15  -
ELL AS  .  - - - -
IRELAND  39,00·  .1,1,25  .1,7 ,20  27,0.1,3  -
IT ALIA  33,54  35,8.1,  29,10  10,30  0,63 
LUXEMBOURG  88,02  95,77  0,00  84,70  -
NEDERLAND  81,64  69,10  51,83  22,84  -
UNITED  KINGDOM  88,61  62,05  H,78  37,95  -lOBER  STAT£S 
1!17C  1!179  1!176  1m 
BElGIQUE/ 
IIElGIE  2.190.571,24  4.222.581,06  217.872,37  3.195.299, 66 
DAII!ARit  13,043,47  103.676,94  - 309.22,22 
DEUTSCRUil  4.023.653,96  4.611,944, 78  1.035.324, 59  20.842.518,66 
FRAICE  2.387.400,13  2.685.288, 62  1.  733.731 '28  1.  014.934," 
nus  - - - -
IREUIII  614,999,51  18.669,58  - %7.101,53 
IT ALIA  18.003,528,88  13.109.481,45  9.024,004,61  18,866.048,43 
LUXEIIBOORG  !149,56  108,00  - 40.077,g1 
IEDERI.Ail  1.435.!171,65  IG1.80B,29  - 286.111,04 
UIITID  54.427,16  %6.259,96  - 1.152.082,83 
KlllDOII 
T07Al  28.724.543,56  25.1il15.818,68  12.010.932,85  45.753.696,72 
Usl4  28.724.543,56  25.1il15.818,68  3.895.280,71  28.728.940,29 
31.12.1182  - 833.943,38*  - 604.092, 31" 
bollltt atlll 
0  7  .281.708, 76  16.420.664,12 
avalla~le 
(*}  Ad}othd dot to IXChaii<Jt dlff.--
RI!CJalatlon  lo 17/M/EEC  aad  (EEC)  1o  355m 
Rtun of roloasod erodlta 
Appropriations  roloaud  (EUA) 
1980 
355/TI  1361/78  355/77 
1.518.015,83  - 1.971.425,88 
198.060,72  - 6lt7.527 ,04 
5_g13.397 ,63  - 7  .516.  716,66 
8.M6.058, 79  38.594,06  6.337.738,28 
- - -
584.674,86  - 2.821.662,96 
10.356,542,07  1.524.743,47  7.423.11%,88 
- - -
2.308.331,13  - 6.760.440,14 
1.828.676,39  - 1.634.549,35 
31.353.757,42  1.563.337' 53  35.113.175,19 
30.886,861,79  1,4!17 .697,32  26.763,709,74 
- 1g1,321,56*  - 65.640,21*  - 80.230,27* 
21s.sn,07  0  8,269.235,18 
-
~ 
1981  1982 
1361/78  1820/80  355/TI  1361/78  1820/80 
- - 1.622.003,16  - -
- - \31.776,31  - -
- - 8.763.358,30  - -
41,93&,g3  - 3,476.658, 70  45.830,25  -
- - - - -
- 947.576,34  1,001.888,76  - 1,000.809,67 
4.585.918,26  - 107.92o,n  19.257.541,37  -
- - - - -
- - 1.760.386,15  - -
- - 2.540.316,55  - -
I 
4.627 ,855,19  947.576,34  19,704.308,67  19.303,371' 62  1.000,809,67 
2,038.207,58  947.576,32  1.294.754,07  522.624,28  -
- 286,132,21* 
2,303,515,40  0  18.409.554,60  18.780.747,34  1.000.809,67 Sectoral  progra11es  within  the  fra•evork  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  subaltted before 1st March  1983  ANNEX  14 
Rah of  exchange  :  2.1.1979  (estlaated expenditure  In  Klo  ECU) 
~ 
BELGIQUE/  OANKARK  oru rsc HLA I()  FR.&. ICE  ELLAS  IREtJ.I()  I  TAll A  LUXEMBOURG  MffiERUI()  umm 
TOTAL  BELGIE  KIH!IlOH  - OR 
Oils  and  fats  - - - 1~  13~  - 65  - - - /  303 
Zoohc:hnlcal  products  •  - - 20  - 39  - 313  -·  - - 312 
Anlaal  fHd 
Cereals  S1  - 119  97  137  ~  ~99  - - 52  1.011 
Fruit and  vegetables  95  52  330  191  213  - 3~  - 90  - 1.321 
Potatoes  25  " 
87  - - ~9  - - - 52  2Sl 
\line  - - 372  398  37  - zoo  11  - - 1.018 
Tobacco  - - 2  - - - 80  - - - 82 
Seeds  7  3~  63  93  - - 6  - 52  10  265 
Forestry-Hortl culture  6  - ~3  40  H  35  - -- 113  n  325 
Oalry  96  265  345  209  - 185  - - 61  218  1.379 
Meat  76  172  61  212  - 207  - - 30  118  876 
Eggs  and  poultry  20  7  9  137  - 4  - - 2%  - 201 
Fish  6  72  48  17  - ~3  115  - 11  64  ~36 
Means  of production  10  ~  10  m  - - - - - - 2o• 
Regional  prograe ..  s  - - - 92  - - - - - 255  3%7 
. 
TOTAL  398  696  1.~9  1.78~  m  573  1.628  11  381  843  8.397 
NUMBER  OF  PROGRAKMES  15  11  .9  19  5  9  11  1  13  13  1+6 Sec-toral  progra1111  within  the fra1ework  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  approved  before 1st !larch  1983  ~ 
Rate  of exchaage  :  2.1.1979  (estl•ahd eXpenditure  In  Mlo  ECU) 
~ 
BELGIQUE/  OANHARK  OEUTSCKLA!ll  FRAIK:E  ELLAS  IRELA!ll  ITALIA  LUXE!IBOURG  WEDER\.A!ll  u•ITED 
BELGIE  KIN(IJ()K  TOTAL  • 
R 
011 s and  fats  - - - .  1~  13~  - 65  - - - 303 
Zoohchnlca 1 products  +  - - 8  - 39  - 313  - - - 360 
Anl•al  feed 
Cereals  20  - 95  91  137  50  ~2  - - 52  933 
Fruit  and  vegetables  ~6  52  294  191  213  - 350  - 90  - 1.236 
Potatoes  25  44  87  - - 49  - - - 52  257 
lllne  - - 263  337  37  - 200  11  - - 848 
Tobacco  - - 2  - - - 80  - - - 82 
Seeds  13  25  63  93  - - .  - - 4  10  208 
F  orestry-Hori I  cu 1  ture  6  - 43  40  14  35  - - 113  74  325 
Dairy  96  265  345  209  - 185  - - 46  218  1.364 
Meat  76  172  61  212  - 192  - - 30  118  861  . 
Eggs  and  poultry  20  7  9  137  - 4  - - 24  - 201 
Fish  6  72  ~  70  - ~3  115  - 11  64  429  I 
11eans  of product! on  10  50  134  194  i  - - - - - - -
RegIonal  progra11es  - - - 92  - - - - - 255  347  i 
,. 
TOTAL  318  687  1.318  1.716  574  558  1.605  11  318  843  7.9~8  I 
IIUMBER  OF  PROGRAMII:S  12  10  42  17  5  a  9  1  11  13  128  1 
~--'-- - I ~ 
DIR£CT  K£ASURES 
Reglonol  bm~dovn by  Rcob!l"  Shit of  proJoch financed  by  the G.l.S.nce  Soctlon- Re90lallon  lo 17/61>/ITC- Tears 19&1-1979 
('000 UA) 
8HGIOU[}II(L61[  IJUliARI:  OCUTSCHLAII)  fRANCE  IR[UIIIJ  ITAUA  LUX£'-800RG  NEOCRLAIIl  UIIT£1J  Kl~illal 
•  Co ..  unlly  Ald  Cce•anlty  Ald  Coc:auntty  Ald  (t~~;auntty  I Ald  Coaaunlty  Ald  Coc•unltr  Ald  Coc•unlty  Ald  CN:aun1ty  Ald  Cocaualt)'  Aid 
r~lon  9f':tnhd  reglon  granted  reg\ on  granird  reg\ on  9ranhA  reo\ on  gr-anhd  reg\ on  granhd  reo\ on  granhd  ,-eglon  granted  reg ton  granted 
lord  111!.1;6  ~tfar  10.521  Scblrsw\9- 52.6~  Rt!glon  3.106  Oone;~l  ~523  ~ord !Nest  31.7!1!  Grand  Duchf  8.851  Noord  46.624  Scotland  35.468 
Store:baelt  Holshln  parh1enne 
lor\h-\lest  2.939  loabard\a  31.351  O.st  23.188  JorU  6.963 
Sad  13.1110  v  ..  t  for  28.ln  ftnhurg  2.187  lbsstn  58.951  Korlh-Easi  6.917  rord  Est  111.818  Vest  Storebtelt  parhln  45.600  briber  ..  26.225 
Bra. a  8.383  Vest  2.191  follla- !11.166  'Zuld-Ved  4.222  lrrla..d 
Brabant  11.600  Gr~nland  1.551  Rleduuchsea  101.595  Eord  20.646 
Roaagna  lorib-Vesi  7.l2S 
llultl- 5.831  Est  21.553  hicfl:mds  1.745  Zuld  18.951 
Rultl- 12.156  regl ...  l  l:ordrhaht- 52.2111  hct  ~185 
Centro  106.994 
ftultl- 8111  Torlr.shlre- 1!.6!1! 
Vulfalen  Ouest  93.6!6  HU81be.rdft  nvta.l  IUdvelt  1.81!  lazh  49.630  regtoM.l 
Mess en  "·023  Sud-Ouest  18.~94 
Cnp1nla  20.02!  Voles  1.331 
South-[ut  11.8!10  Rhe-lnhnd-Pfalt  "·170  Cerrl.re  Eat  5~850 
.\bruni- 34.5al  Vest -•n dlaads  6.070 
So.th-V.s\  12.n6 
Bao!d>- 11.881  llfd\lt.rranit  72.096  1\alhe  Easl-ftl ollando  6.726 
llllrlt.abug 
D.o.tl.  8.321  Rulli·  18.770 
Soool  120.!101  [asi-Anglla  1.906  reglona1  Bay era  109.728 
Kvltl- 22.168  Slcllla  11.995  s  ••• n.vnt  ~51! 
Saarland  815  regional  --
s.,.degna  7.!21  Saorih-East  2.667 
8erlln (Vest)  401  llultl- 17 .. 6!9  Rultl- 9.749 
ftultl·  1~039  reg\onal  r"9l ..  l 
regional 
TOTAL  13~112  46.217  503.373  !~2;2  73.320  668.161  8.85!  139.395  134.6!2 
- --- --- L.  ------- ----- -01 RECT  NEASURES  AUEX  17 
Payunts 11ade  up  to 31.12.1982  (EUA)  under  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC 
YEAR  TOTAL  BELGIQUE/  DANHARK  DEUTSCI!l.AIIJ  FRANCE  IRELANJ  IT  AliA  LUXEHBOORG  IEDERLAI()  UNITED  . 
BELGIE  XINaJOH 
1964  7.~.839,00  700.9't5,00  - z  •.  m.o91,oo  1.239.610,00  - 2.~02.608,  00  - 77~.585,00  -
1965  13.350.723,00  75'-.m,oo  - ~.\25.619,00  2. 82Q.969. 00  - 3.\97.330,00  275.000,00  1.577.338,00  -
1966  32.386.829,80  3.n•.33o,oo  - 9.889.276, so  7.996 ••  38,72  - 7  .\!17 .711, 58  856.373,00  3.002.700,00  -
1967  22.222.232,00  1.907.m,oo  - 6.610.007,00  ~.702.851,00  - 6.953.202,00  25.600,00  2.023.198,00  -
1868  I  28.m.o58,99  2.~29.m,oo  - 7  .~78.915,00  S.BZS.&\9,00  - 9.531.39't,99  13.700,00  2.991.911,00  -
1968  lbls-11  U.127.703,93  3.9~.221,~6  - 16.317.551,00  10.~12.711,  19  - 11.132.8\8,28  800.000,00  ~.~8o.m  .oo  -
1969  I  7.315.235,\4  ~63.~7  ,00  - 2.391  .• 611,00  2.077.M6,00  - 1.667.638,\4  - 71\.293,00  -
1969  ii-111-IV  12S.WZ.026, 10  8.~0.836.  76  - 38.191.9~2.38  30.057.181,69  - 36.\51.802,27  9't.SSO,OO  11.765.713,00  -
I 
1!170  125.32~.62  5, 02  a.m.655,~  - \2.518.\76,66  30.738.88\,92  - 31.1\0.773,95  37\.867,00  11.779.966,65  -
1!171  1!».729.809,1).\  11.295.371,78  - 53.817.395,33  38.572.1J.\2,00  - ~.164.76\,  33  1.696.023,0\  15.1~.212,56  -
Total 
563.731.082. 32  ·42.292.m ,M  1~.117  .88\,87  1~.\4\.183,2  1\4.\46.073,84  \.136.113,0\  5'-.294.349,21  1964  to 1971  - - -
1!172  .  110.731.577,02  9.no.94s,  16  - 42.150.609, 2  27.224.828,64  - 19.991.016,00  1.028.938,\8  10.595.238,22  -
1!173  130.576.334,61  10.0\4.515,42  4.707.319,98  \1.731.383,25  23 .a  53 .a73, oo  4.515.999,63  17.550.881,93  251.641,70  11.615.\61,94  16.305.257.76 
1!17\  I  65.685.191,12  3.  785.094. 35  3.163.1).\6,05  2\.881.306,17  11.910.723,90  2.634.393, 79  7.670.408. 99  67.524,S.  5.319.410,77  6.253.282, 56 
197~ II  911.230.969,15  9.215.122,37  6.275.690,64  23.764.113,\2  19.615.458,10  4.42.805,  !17  12.877.360,\9  862.182,26  7.612.871,47  13.555.364,\31 
1975  I  82.!177 .682,14  4.888.232, 90  5.024.172,63  28.967.298,46  16.593.226,13  3.082.\80,11  8.702.269,49  1\.962,00  9.269.620, 31  .  11.\35.\20,111 
1!175  II  •  n.276.862,o7  s. 51 5.221, 09  3.476.1).\8,23  20.658.395,38  14.226.083.59  3.09't.263. 81  8.665.988,45  - 5.416.\08, !»  13.224.42,98 
1976  169.997.214,01  14.686.~1,65  9.756.5'22,82  60.838.629,70  28.912.201,51  9.!»2.991,80  18.623.933,13  . 89.90\,66  11.053.876, 31  16.492.812,43! 
1!177  12B.IJ.\0.272. 13  9.637.166,26  7.518.125,85  51.311.389,32  21.053.267,12  6.009.624,\6  11.782.5\0,14  82.079,37  7.582.856,61  13.063.223,00 
1978  1.813.343,12  199.\68,50  - 712.8'!-5,43  901.029,19  - - - - -
1979  43.88\.0!17. 92  5.993.557. 71  1.402.  730,47  13.959.\87,39  3.984.287,83  1.599.168,55  5.729.\66,31  124.5'-5, 57  3.592.300, 73  7.\98.553,36 
GRAID  TOTAL  1.\69.9\4.625,61  115.998.1\4,25  \1.323.656,67  .  493.093.342.91  302.719.162,53  34.931.728,12  256.039.938,11  6.657.891,62  126.32.394,11  92.828.366,631 ANNEX  16 
Situation  by  Me~ber State  of projects  financed 
Regulation  No  17/64/EEC 
MEMBER  STATES  Projects  Projects  Projects  Pro} acts 
financed  COipleted  not  carried  out  In  progress 
BELGIOUE/BELG IE  768  728  22  38 
DANKARK  145  136  2  7 
0£\JTSCHLANO  1.645  1.5ol1  33  71 
FRANCE  1.049  8+6  49  15-l 
IRELAND  313  260  20  31 
IT ALIA  2.411.  1.-\.82  628  30+ 
LUXEMBOURG  39  35  1  3 
NEDERLAND  513  455  27  31 
UN I  TEO  K  I  N!DOH  55:)  456  24  70 
TOTAL  7.456  5.939  808  709 (4) 
AIIEX  19a 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  In  1982  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  269/79 
MEMBER  STATES  lu•ber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnvest•ents 
projects 
(ECU)  .(ECU) 
FRANCE  ~  1  5.856.~3~  32.21 5.~88 
IT ALIA  10  39.156.73~  81.7n.o~9 
TOTAL  H  55.013.168  113.929.537 
Projects  awarded aid  by  the  Guidance  Sectton  of the  EAGGF  In  1982  under  Regulation 
!  .• 
(EEC)  No  1362/78 
MEMBER  STATE  Nu•ber  of  AId  granted  Total  lnvest•ents 
projects 
(EOJ)  (ECU) 
ITALIA  1  48.500.788  1~~.687  .122 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance Section  of the  EAGGF  In  1982  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1760/78 
MEMBER  STATES  luBber  of  AId  granted  Total  lnvest•ents 
projects 
(ECU)  (EOJ} 
FRANCE  55  6.218.650  17.220.675 
I  TALl A  132  21.020.207  53.~3.317 
•  TOTAL  187  27.238.851  70.263.9!)2 AIIEX  19b 
Projects  awarded  atd  by  the  Guidance  Section  of the  EAGGF  In  1982  under  Regulatton 
(EEC)  lo 458/80 
IENBER  STATES  luiber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnvesteents 
projects 
~~ 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
FRANCE  ~0  13.729.279  225.659.249 
I  TALl A  9  1.967.349  25.285.138 
TOTAL  49  15.696.628  29>.944.387 
Projects  awarded aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of the  EAG&F  in  1982  under  Regulatton 
(EEC)  lo 1938/81 
M£118ER  STATE  lueber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnvesteents 
projects  (ECU)  (ECU) 
OEUTSCHLAIO  11  9,.076.377  35.487.370 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Sectton  of  the  EAGGF  In  1982  under  Regulation 
.(EEC)  No  1943/81 
IENBER  STATE  Nuaber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnvestaents 
projects 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
UN ITEO  K  I  NtDOH  3  1.347.480  3.366.195 
.. AIIIEX  19c 
Projects  awarded aid  by  tbe  Guidance Section  of tbe  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  lo  269/79  - 1980-1982 
!EMBER  STATES  lu1ber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lavest1ents 
projects 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
FRANCE  12  ~1.307  .618  8~.109.675 
ITALIA  29  92.52~.813  191.856.923 
TOTAL  ~1  133.832.~31  275.966.598 
Projects  awarded aid  by  tbe  Guidance  Section  of  tbe  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  llo  1362/78  - 1980-1982 
MEMBER  STATE  lu1ber  of  Al d graated  Total  lnvest•ents 
projects 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
IT  ALIA  4  150.680.294  411.716.121 
Projects  awarded aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of tbe  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1760/78  - 1980-1982 
MEMBER  STATES  Nu1ber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnve~t•ents 
projects 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
FRAICE  2~5  26.099.996  67.~2.080 
I  TAL IA  380  .59.~~.2~  156.077.719 
.,  TOTAL  625  85.~.200  223.479.799 0  I  RECT  folEASURES  ANNEX  19d 
Pay1ents  1ade  up  to  31.12.1982  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/78 
YEAR 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
GRAIIO  TOTAL 
lOBER  STATES 
FRAI:E 
lYALI A 
TOTAL 
COMMUIIITY 
FRANC£ 
ITALIA 
TOTAL  FRANCE 
10.125..923,9~  6.319.082," 
s.  76~.890,  ~7  2.3~3.509,77 
1.093.610, 95  ~8.~53.23 
- -
16.98~.~25,  36  8.681.~5.~4 
Situation  by  Ke~ber State of projects  financed 
Projects 
financed 
2~5 
379 
624 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/78 
Projects  Projects 
co1pleted  not  carried  out 
58 
• 
62 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/78 
Rate  of  payment  of al d granted 
Pay1ents  as  ~ of  co11ltme~ts 
-
1 
: 1 
A\ d granted to  A\ d granted to  A  \d granted to 
1979 projects  1980  projects  1981  projects 
financed  In  1980  financed  In  1981  financed  in 1981 
36,35  36,~2  0,33 
- 22,80  4-,88 
(ECU) 
!TALl A 
3.806.8~1.  50 
3.~21.380,  70 
1.075.151, 72 
-
8.303.379, 92 
Projects 
In  progress 
187 
374 
561 
Aid  granted  to 
1982  projects 
financed  ln 1982 
0 
0 
Pay1ents  111ade  up  to  31.,12,1982  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1362/78 
(ECIJ} 
. 
YEAR  TOTAl  HALlA 
1980  38.200 .. 000, 00  38.200.000, 00 
1980  4.939.,149,64  ~  .. 939.149,6~ 
financed  1981 
1981  1.091 0 527,75  1.o91.527 ;rs 
f\ nanced  1981 
GRA!IO  TOTAl  I  "·z3o~sn,3s  4t~230.,671,39 UIEX 19e 
0  I  RECT  MEASURES 
Payaents  uade  up  to  31.12.1982  under  Regulat\on  (EEC)  lo  269{79 
YEAR 
1980 
1981 
1982 
GRAIID  TOTAL 
MEMBER  STATES 
FRAICE 
HAllA 
TOTAL 
COMHIINITY 
fRAI«:E 
!TAL !A 
TOTAL  FRAII:E  . 
25,48~.~.17  7.428.173,87 
23.M6.107.92  3. 780.602, 59 
13.489.1116,10  2.6ts..fl0,07 
.62.800.267,19  13.~.776,  53 
Situation  by  Meuber  State  of projects  financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  269[?9 
Projects  Projects  Projects 
([CU} 
I  TAl lA 
18.056.820,30 
20.065.415.33 
10.773.255,03 
48.815.4to,66 
Projucts 
financed  coapleted  not  carr\ ed  out  in  progress 
12  - -
29  1  -
41  1  -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  269/79 
Rate  of  payaent  of a\d granted 
Payaents  as %  of couu\tuents 
;: 
A\ d granted  to  A1 d granted to  Md  granted  to 
1980 projects  1980  projects  1981  projects 
f\nanced  In  1980  financed  In  1  981  financed  \n  1981 
57,60  37,80  30,35 
71.44  78.34  53,01 
12 
28 
o\.0 
Aid  granted to 
1980/82  projects 
financed  hi 1982 
17,20 
27,50 AIIEX  20 
Projects  av.arded aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  tbe  EA6BF  In  1982  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1852/78 
II:IIBER  STATES  Nueper  of  A\d  granted  Total  lnvesteents 
projects 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  1  H9.937  697.302 
DAN !!ARK  35  1.374  .• 421  5.726.237 
OEUTSCHLAfll  12  1.413.789  5.722.217 
FRAt«:E  26  3.260.430  14.814.012 
ELL AS  10  1.825.762  5.012.152 
I  RELAIIl  38  4.381.836  13.211.640 
I  TAL IA  97  7.206.011  23.805.146 
LUXEIIBOORG  - - -
NEDERLAIIl  16  988.829  3.988.580 
UN ITEO  K  I  N<DOH  60  4.485.214  21.124.915 
TOTAL  295  25.087.029  94.102.201 
Projects  awarded a\d  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  In 1982  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  lo  1852/78  - 1979-1982 
II:IIBER  STATES  Hueber  of  A  I  d granted  Total  lnvest1ents 
projects 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  5  716.599  3.706.4-89 
DANIIARK  59  2.611.223  10.338.145 
DEUTSCHLAND  31  2.474.413  10.405.699 
FRANCE  43  7.980.170  36.499.212 
ELLAS  10  1.825.762  5.012.152 
I  RELAIIl  103  14.553.957  46.053.297 
ITALIA  182  19.640~313  62.727.364 
LUXEHBOORG  - - -
NEDERLAIO  25  1.578.860  6.410.802 
UN I  TED  K  I  N!DOH  14-9  13.619.409  59.129.341 
TOTAL  607  65.000.706  240.282.561 DIRECT  MEASURES  ~ 
P&J!IIIh  aacle  up  tti  31.12.1982  under  R19ulatlon  (EEC}  lo 18'!1/./78 
(EUA/ECU) 
TEAR  TOTAL  BELGIWE/  DANMARK  OEUTSCHLAIC  FRANCE  IREUIC  ITALIA  LUXE"SOORG  HEDERUIC  UIIITEO 
BELGIE  KIII(J)O" 
1978  3.~.828,97  - 112.838,58  - - 2.~7.875,36  1.182.368,26  - - 303.746,77 
1979  11.339.726,76  168. na,82  2ss.m,97  325..518,15  1.121.188,~1  •  3.533.352,22  1.896.913,6~  - - ~.028.~55,  55 
1980  9.377.762.~  ~2.318,~3  WD.136,82  ~71.556,28  - 2.885.~80,  62  2.132.098, 3~  - 2~.859,60  2.881.312,75 
1981  5..604.279,~2  151.307 .~  577.960,W  899.016,26  - 3.079.237. 69  533.612,56  - - 363.085,11 
I 
GRAD  TOTAL  30.268.597.99  121.m,6S  1.357 .085, 77  1.696.090, 69  1.121.188,~1  11.8~5.9~5,89  5..745.052,80  - 2~.859,60  7.576.600,18 
'- - - -- ~- ---- -- ______J 
.~ IIEKBER  STATES 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE 
DAN HARK 
DEUTSCHLAill 
FRAr«:E 
ELLAS 
IRELAill 
IT ALIA 
NEOERLAill 
UNITED  KIHOOOM 
TOTAL 
COMHUIIITY 
BELGIOUE/BEUII E 
OANIIARK 
DEUTSCHLAND 
FRANCE 
ELL AS 
I  RELAI«l 
ITALIA 
NEDERLAIID 
UN ITEO  K  I  N(J)OM  . 
Situation  by  Me~ber State  of  projects  financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852/78 
Projects  Projects  Projects 
financed  coapleted  not  carried  out 
5  5  -
59  25  -
31  23  1 
~3  ~  -
10  - -
103  79  2 
176  " 
-
25  3  -
1it9  68  8 
601  251  11 
Regulation  (EEC)  lo  1852/78 
Rate  of pay•ent' of al d granted 
Pay1ents  as %  of co•mlt•ents 
A  I  d granted to  A  I  d granted to  A  I  d granted to 
1978  projects  1979 projects  1980 projects 
financed  In 1979  fl nanced  t n 1980  financed  in 1981 
- 100,00  100,00 
~5,80  94,30  60,lt0 
- 66,4()!t  82,92  - - 100,00  -
- - -
98,80*  89,50  75,00 
55,60  49,10  36,20 
- - 31t,72 
100,00  85,70  63,76 
(*)  The  balance  consists  of  renunciations  and  suppressions. 
ANNEX  22 
Projects 
In  progress 
0 
3~ 
1 
39 
10 
22 
132 
22 
73 
339 
Aid  granted  to 
1981  projects 
flnaaced  In  1982 
100,00 
42,10 
64,77 
-
-
69,80 
7,33 
-
7,36 IPOIRrCT  Ml:ASURES  IR  APPLICATION  ~ 
(co=altoents and  paY•••ts  op  to 31,12,1902)  (ECU) 
~ASU?£S  I  BELGIOUE/BELGIE  I  DAir.ARK  I  OEUTSChUlO  I  ELLAS  I  FRARCE  I  IRaAIO  I  ITALIA  I  LUXEKBillRG  I  IEDERLAIIO  I  UXITEO  K  lliDOM  I  TOTAL 
1.  Gt:-Jt'*:ll  -:::l~~sh:!dural 
OirediV!!  ~a 7Z/1~J/E£C  1M58,775,73  30,82B.BZB, 12  111.920,537,19  \2.051,159,30  37.4H.601,27  6,S10.365,88  238.175,.79  9:3.333.990,41  101.135.020,05  391,781,153,75 
C'llredive !lo  1?./F.'J/'i..C  65,852,8\  - 2.331.851,76  31S.56a,\9  190,716,35  - so."s,z7  97 .. 514.,0-\  3,C56,CC1, 75 
J:r~.l;:~\'e  ~J 72/151/EC  288,756,26  2.!!14.326,89  18.53o.oe5,91  805."1,56  1,558.121,26  201.770,73  ~59.595,73  25.56S.C59,97 
Ti:<c  I  31,117.~<1,39  111 .m.  m. a1  61,096.814,73  38.143.789, 2Z  8,118.<90,11  238.175,79  9:3.586.209,11  101.592, HO,E3,  12Q.I~S.  515,17 
:1.79  :!::.<:.~';~  if'"S-f1Y~~red rt<'_licl'ls 
01  r!:;~ive  ~o 75/258/EEC  I 
11.750,701,16  - 70.562.121, ~9 l 
14.213,625,09 l 
140.869,\03,91  93.686.698.31 I  36,1".29:3,00  lo,031,9JI,57  6,526,22  181,757.875,77  SSl.052,703,02 
Olrc:;:lve  ~c 7-8/52e/E£C  I  22.3U1.080,88  - - 22,301. OJ 0, 88 
C/ired1ve  ~G F/527/i.[C  I  - - 21,0H,1!B,"  - - 21.on.m," 
;)\rcct\·fn  ~j~  7'J/j5'J/Ef.C  - 11.0<7  .~53,00  - 11,017,153,00 
Cl~edi·•~  ~c,  7'J/173i~EC  - - 1.5+7.550,17  - - 1,!17,€5C,H 
\\":-;•J1:::;~\')i!  (~~:)  ;:'J  13!r}{80  16.295.167.91  - - 16.295,167,!11 
Fr~::lation  ~f!C}  'i:J  IC~~/SO  - •3.m,s3  U,231,93 
?ro~~:.,t~r.n  (E[C)  ~:~  1Q54/81  3.627 ••  01,37  m,888,73  .\.240.2:~~-10 
Jirrdi1t !io  51/r:J.i/Er.C  - 2.858.119,39  2,85.1,119,39 
T:;1.\L  ! I  11.750,701,16  .3.234,93  70.562.1 Zi. 99  14,2<3.~_6,09  117.696,825,21  1  13S.91o.m,n  1 36,m,2so,oo  I  +.o31.9l4,57  I  6,526,22  I 1SZ,:l70.761,50  I  532.75l,903,11 
iii..,  St,..•;dt.:Nl.1  Co:>~,:-:~thd  vi:~-J  "~ri"t!t 
'):'~1>ii~;:;~il;'lt:: 
I  ' 
~e-;:.~l~:\(1:;  (:rc)  !!o  1353/73  1.309.651.79  2,029,"6,90  18,855.896,35  12,917,m,25  1,251,556,69  - H1,H9,65  1,911,343,68  39,922,605,19  78,372,292,50 
{r~r~cil'!e lie  7? f3;ii£t.C 
I 
9.615.436,09  259,72.\,98  7,160,069,01  267,619,71  46.941,114,34  1).633,890,32  +.21D.926,<8  1,796,109,16  87 .m  .eso,12 
~:~-;:.I~::oiion  (ECC)  ~o  7911/76  258 .. SS~r62  26.212,96  327,931,31  3,1J.11.160,91  1,788,609,88  7,352,39  501,n7,o6  - 6.C5l,991,13 
.~c-:•/~·;1-.::1  {EC)  l!.a  1H3/?5  19,328,59  - 30.78S,OJ9, n  11,682,827,27  - - u.m.  m,  so 
!fe;~iaU':ln  (tEC)  ~o ?511/159  - 305,812,22  28.781.503,87  - - - 29.089  .. ~16,  i.oi:i 
Rc:_;uiatbn  {EL::)  Tio  i~3~/12  836,305,13  861,889,21  3.265,856,8+  - 712,633,20  72.686,15  10.332,553,49  1,061.812,86  130,133,71  17.30!,(f/0,94 
2og~la~~on  (l~C)  ?io  1fi~5/71  7,561,26  - '>.917 ,71J.1,99  359,122,16  1.•03,81  1,109,199,02  6,391,!91,59 
r>P-g~ldiC>~  ~:~EC)  No  379:::/81  72,898,5!1  238.511,17  70,929,09  41.795,75  238,4n,22  5S2:.,6~e.s2 
Rt~w7::tt~~n  (~£C)  ~a  ltS~je!J  - 21.329.873,69  21.m.m.ss 
P."Juhllcn  [EEC)  No  158/SO  - - 839,295,29  ""·981,53  - 1,?84,2Sl,82 
E!'<'-:<t!l~~~on  (f(Cj  lio  270/79  - - - - 90,788,13  g.'\._7E~,13 
Jeclslcn  ~o 80/1C:'C/EEC  - 98,038,51  - 91l,CJ8, 51 
Tr.::Hl.  ~ 1  t  12,105,812,9:3  3,180.~.08  31.91l1.<1l7 ,12  267.619,71  12M31,7Q6,27  15.033,+66,39  57.313.992,39  216.51ll  55  3,571.9Ql  60  <6,196.521,33  I  293,<19,133,'14 
TjiAL  I •  Ill  35.19C,168,73  31,311.123,39  222.633.214,95  n.511.21s,ao  l5'J.S28,316,21  189,381  ,61).1  11  101,616,732,53  1,516.220,91  51,170,639,23  330.259.126,66  1,31S,581.  75l, 55 
VI.  Ct":-:"::7:-:  o;lt:"!:~l!re  f1r.ar.ccG  br  t~e Guannt~e 
~.,d.\.:.-:  (il'J  '~J  4n::l  the  G:.:\:iar:ce  Sectton 
\-'f,.J 
R•gulalion  (EE:)  Ho  1!ii8/77  Co!;S t taents  5.0!12.980,36  136,H8,\72,13  1178,078,989,H  - 62,522,089,93  1  o.  711.925,23  - 1,016,589,26  19,018,385,15  62.326.356,29  375.275,788,09 
~"'!  Pay::ents  5.055.972,62  34.379,615,30  168,851,071,12  - 56.179,186,66  10.669.670,12  - 1  ,003.  131,03  19,663,678,10  60.265.213,~!  355.357.£~!.73 
T:7Al  IV 
Cc;:;~\h:ent~  S.OS2.130,l6  J  36,178.472,13  1178.078.9S9,H  - 62.522,039,93  10.711,925,23  - 1.046,589,26  13,018,335,15  S1,l26,350,29  375.17S.7io,C9 
P3y!ll!!:nh  5,055.971,62  34.379.615,30  168.851,071,12  - 56.179,1S6,66  10.669,670,12  - 1.003.131,03  11,663.678,10  60;2SS.2Rl,48  356.j67.~!~.73 
T:TAL  I - IV 
Cos~l  b:ents  .10.263, 119,09  I 
70,8  9.595.52  I  100.712.131, s~  n.5  .215,80  122.450.436,14  200.099.529, 37  101,616.732,53  5.562.620, J7  73.189.024.38  392.505.782,95  1. 721.160, 5>:, 61 
Psr."en_!s ___  __10,146. 141,35  55,720. 76S,69  391.~81,316,07  11.511.215,80  116.107.532,87  2oo.os7.m,25  101.616~'-5.51_9.351,91  73.831.317,63  39~.521.71C,H  1.  70Z .. 9S:.3~1.  ZS IIJIR£CT  IIEASURES  COIIPLETm  ~ 
I  BELGIQUE/  DAH!IARK  DEUTSCHLAHO  FPJ.t;CE  IRELAM)  LUXEIIBOORG  KEDERLAND  UNITED 
I  TOTAL  I  TAll A  KINGDDII  BELGIE  : 
01\ve  and  olive oil 
1.  sector  a.ooo.ooo,oo  - - - - - 8.000.000,00  - - -
Art.  13  R.  130/66 
----'f'riliTinl'Yii.tilililnif-
2.  oll ve  on  sector  "'s.ooo.ooo, oo  - - - - - 45.000.000,00  - - -
Art.  "'  R.  130/66.  ------------------------
3  Structural  surveys 
•  R.  70/65  7.307.  71;8)00  256.602,00  - 1.622.628,00  2.012.6~,00  - 3.135.030,00  11.8!18,00  268.896,00  -
-----r;;ir-inliieoeTibf&  ____ 
Jr.  sector  87.299.539,00  - - - - - 87.299,539,00  - - -
-----~r:.t-~~~3-~-~~6_!  ______ 
5  African  svl ne  fever 
•  R.  ~9/66  3.151,222, 94  - -- - - - -3.151,222,~  - - -
----------------------------
6  Pig  nu1bers  surviy 
•  R.  350/68  3,600,000,00  111.870,00  - 938.160,00  1.013.850,00  - 1.1t04.000,00  20.250,00  111.870,00 - -
------------------------
7  Rav  tobacco sector 
•  Art.  12  ~ 1 R,  130/66  15.000.000,00  - - - - - 15.000.000,00  - - -
-----rn£89r&1rion-oflrux811iour~ 
e.  agrl culture  7.500,000,00  - - - - ..  - 7  .soo.ooo,oo  - -
-----~~-~..Y.l~--------------
9  Slaughter of covs 
•  R,  1975/69 
u.~tn.9oo,16  3,408.146,39  - 25.467.402. 61  15.359.708,61  - 818.1t00,00  153.7!18,$  2,267  ·"3~97  -
---------------------------
10. 
GrubbIng  of fruit trees 
3S.It37.51tlt,72  3.601.630,00  - 10,1t36.335,04  8,983,468. 97  - 7  .7&3.575,08  91.087,04  4.561.1t4B ,59  - R.  2517/69 
----------------------------
11  1975 stnictural  survey 
f' 
•  Dlr. 75/108  8,539.041,59  238.272,48  242.504,96  1,300,51t2 ,99  1.733.788,96  618.3~,59  3,666,341, 78  20,610,57  300.S51t ,20  418,061,06 
----------------------------
Fruit tru survey 
729.900,00  .  . 15.000,00  4-2.000,00  ·196.000,00  4-41.600,00  12•  01 r. 71/286  - - 300,00  35.000,00  -
TOTAL  (UA/ECU)  269.039.896,41  7.631,520,87  242.504,96  39.807.068 ,6/t  '29.299.5'101 54  618.3~,59  175.679.708 ,80  7.197.944,19  7.51tS.212, 76  418.061,06 AIIEX  25 
IIDIRECT  MEASURES 
Total  a1oants  of  ret1burs11ent 
(Detatls  abovn  tn  annexes  26  to  37a  - 1eaaures  tn appltcattoa  aad  tn  annex  24  - 1easures 
COipleted) 
Reteburs11ent  by  the Fund  (tn  ECU)  %  of total  at 
MEMBER  STATES 
'" 1982 
fro•  the begtnntng  of the  31.12.1982 
eeasure  unttl  31.12.1982 
BELG I  QUE/BELG IE  8.299.612  47.877.662  2,5 
DAIMARK  13.840.155  68.963.273  3,6 
DEUTSCHLAil  59.258.410  431.291.384  22,2 
ELLAS  14.511.246  14.511.246  0,7 
FRANCE  118.156.890  429.802.579  22,1 
IRELAIIl  65.580.908  184.743.093  9,5 
IT ALIA  33.572.738  276.790.666  14,3 
LUXEKBOORG  1.470.592  13.317.296  0,7 
NffiERLAID  20.124.237  81.379.531  4,2  . 
UIITED  KIIIDOII  50.720.893  390.942.772  20,2 
TOTAL  385.535.681  1.939.619.502  100,0 
The  a1ounts  tn  thts table represent  the ftnal  retaburs11ents,  advances  are  shoWA  tn  annex  38. AIIJIEX  26 
Relaburse.ents  under  the socio-structural  Directives 
(72/159  - 160  - 161/EEC) 
(Oeta 11 s  sho1111  l n annexes  27  to  28) 
Relmburseaent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU)  %  of  total  at 
MEMBER  STATES 
from  the  beginning  of the  31.12.1982 
ln  1982  aeasure  until  31.12.1982 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  2.922.757  11.332.595  2,7 
DAIIIIARK  7.060.858  31.117 .58+  1.1, 
DEUTSCHLAIID  22.941.223  117.169.716  27,9 
FRAII:E  31.217.750  61.696.813  H.7 
IRELAND  10.457.828  38.443.790  9,2 
ITALIA  2.943.124  8.128.490  1,9 
LUXEMBOURG  156.631  238.176  -
REDER LA Ill  14.808.973  50.586.210  12,0 
UNIT£0  KINIDOM  22.453  101.692.141  24,2 
TOTAL  92.531.597  420.405.515  100,0 m  rect\ ve  Ro  72/159/EEC  AIIEX  27 
Measures  provided  for  Rel1burse1ent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
HE HBER  STATES  Art.  8  Art.  10  Art.  11  Art.  12  Art.  13  fro•  the  beg\ n- %  of  total 
In  1982  nlng  of the  at 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (~)  (5)  1easure until  31.,12.1982  31.12.1982 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  10.990  122  1~.506  561  - 2.72~.779  10.~58.176  2,7 
OAIMARK  H.171  29  9  ••  4-8  S1  - 6;996.062  30.828.828  7,9 
OEUTSCHLAIIl  35.982  222  26.052  . 110  •55  22.050.907  111.920.537  28,6 
FRANCE  22.262  5.194  39.670  9.~ag  7  27.~2h167  ~2.851.159  10,9 
!RELAID  20.312  868  19.815  16  - 10.259.5~  37.4n.6o2  9,6 
ITALIA  1.831  ·620  "·685  280  - 2.617.192  6.570o365  1, 7 
LUXEHBOORG  45  6  ·~  2  - 156.631  238.176  -
NEOERLAil  18.408  84  - 933  30  14.S17 .713  fil.333.991  12,8 
UNITED  KINIDOH  26.858  12.425  21.681- 3  - - 101.135.019  25,8 
TOTAL  150.859  19.sro  175.860  11.~51  492  86.807 .oo5  391.784.453  100,0 
Fro•  the beginning  of the  Ieasure  : 
(1)  lu1ber  of  developaent  plans  approved. 
(2)  Nu1ber  of  farmers  qualifying  for  the pre1lu1  for  changing  over  to  beef  and  veal  or  sheep1eat  production. 
(3)  Nu1ber  of  far•ers  qualifying  for  aid  as  an  lncentlve to  keeping  accounts. 
(4)  Nu11ber  of groups  qualifying  for  launching  aid  for  mutual  assistance  between  far11s. 
(5)  Number  of land  reparcelllng  and  Irrigation projects. 
Directive lo  72/160/EEC 
!lumber  of  bene- Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
HEHBER  STATES  flclarles  from 
from  the  beginning  of  the  beglnnlng 
In 1982  the  measure  until  of the  measure  31.,12.1982 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  110  16.569,65  66.863 
OEUTSCHLUIO  3.047  591.069,04  2.334.852 
FRANCE  1.,226  152.898,37  315.568 
I  RELAID  90  52.403,93  190.746 
IT ALIA  - - - . 
lUXEI1BOORG  - - - . 
IIEOERUIIO  163  29.4-89,55  so."s 
UNITED  K!MIDOK  194  22.1-52,79  97.525 
TOTAL  4,.830  86h883,33  3.056.002 
%  of total  at 
31.12.1982 
2.3 
76,4 
10,3 
6,2 
- -
1,6 
3,2 
100,0 AIIIEX  28 
Directive  lo  72/161/EEC 
Measures  provided  for  Releburs11ent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
I£MBER  STATES  Tltel  I  Tltel  II  fro•  tbe  begin 
AIRQ  of the 
(1)  (2)  In  1982  eeasure until 
31.12.1982 
BELGIQUE/BELGI E  ~8  8.279  181.408,71  806.957 
DAIIIIARK  ~  1.156  M.795,79  288.756 
DEUTSCHLAID  504  13.800  299.n6,M  2.91~.327 
FRAII:E  18  2n.382  3.6~0.685,01  18.530.086 
IRELAIID  - 7.~6  1~5.869,90  805."2 
''  ITALIA  75  13.278  325.932,08  1.558.12~ 
IEDERLAIO  2~  - 201.770,73  201.1n 
UIITID  KII(I)OM  90  908  - ~59.597 
TOTAL  763  268.8~9  ~.859.  708,86  25.565.060 
Fro•  the  beginning  of the  eeasure  : 
(1)  lueber  of  soclo-econoelc  counsellors trained  and  appointed. 
(2)  lueber  of  fareer-tralnees  who  have  followed  a coeplete  course  to  obtain a new 
professional  qualification. 
%  of total  at 
31.12.1982 
3,2 
1,1 
11,~ 
72,5 
3,2 
6,0 
0,8 
1,8 
100,0 AIIEX  29 
Measures  to assist  less-favoured  regions 
(Measures  detailed  In  annexes  30-31a) 
Relaburse~ent by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
KEMBER  STATES 
%  of total  at 
31.12.1982  In  1982  fro•  the  beginning  of the 
aeasure  u11t 11  31.12.1 981 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  1.76\.319  11.750.701  2,0 
DAIIIARK  ~3.235  .\3.235  -
DEUTSCHUII)  1.2.216.358  70.562.122  11,7 
nus  1\.2.\31'626  1.\.2.\3.626  2,.\ 
FRAICE  .\5.816.502  162.631.659  27,0 
I  RELAID  \.\.598.786  119.977.802  19,9 
ITALIA  11.6.\7.535  36.1".250  6,0 
LUX£KBOIRG  1.172.093  \.031.505  0,7 
IEDERI.AID  - 6.526  -
UIITID  KII(J)OK  31.~7.1192  182.370.765  .  30,3 
TOTAL 
I 
176.550.\.\6  601.762.191  100,0 AIIEX  30 
Directive  lo  75/268/EEC 
Measures  provided  for  Rel1burse1ent  by  the  Fund 
(In  ECU)  .  %  of total  at 
MEMBER  STATES  Title  II  Tltle  IV  fro•  the  begin·  31.12.1982  In  1982  nlng  of the 
(1}  (3)  (2)  (3)  Ieasure  until 
31.12.1982 
BEL61QUE/B£L61E  11.696  627  1.76~.319  11.750.701  2,1 
DEUTSCIILAID  90.026  "9  12.216.358  70.562.122  12,8 
ELLAS  219.620  - 1~.2~3.626  n.2~3.626  2,6 
FRAICE  no.39~  613  31.190."9  140.869.~  25,5 
IRELAIIl  90.109  11.178  27.815.269  93.686.618  16,9 
I  TALl A  123.132  88~  19.6~7.535  36.1".250  6,5 
LUXEMBOURG  3.810  - 1.172.093  ~.031.505  0,7 
IEDERLAID  83  - - 6.526  0,0 
UNITED  KIIIDOII  ~6.2~6  11~  36.~35.103  181.757.876  32,9 
TOTAL  725.116  13.865  1".~84.752  553.052.708  100,0 
Froe  the  beginning  of  the Ieasure  : 
(1)  Nu1ber  of  far1ers  qualifying  for  the  co1pensatory  allowance  for  natural  handicaps. 
(2)  lueber  of  j ol nt  I  nvestlent  sch11es. 
(3)  The  nu1bers  of  beneficiaries  given  In  the  table  represent  those  considered  for  Fund  aid, 
I.e. not  necessarily  all  the beneficiaries  In  the  He1ber  States. 
Directive  No  78/627/EEC 
Rel1burs11ent  by  the  Fund 
(In  ECU} 
MEMBER  Measure  Nu1ber  of  Area  fro•  the  begIn-
STATES  beneficiaries  concerned 
In  1982  nlng  of the 
•easure until 
(In  ha)  31.12.1982 
FRANCE  Restructurat I  on  1.1~  5.307.~37  2.673.698  5."'3.100 
Replanting  2.692  6.271.6502  5.819.124  7.111."3 
Irrigation  - - - . 
..  TOTAL  8.~92.822 (1)  12.5~.~3 
(1)  No  payments  in  1982.,  Ald  vas  paid  as  an  advance  In  1980  and 1981. ANNEX  31 
01 rectlve  Ito  79/359/EEC 
Rel1burs11ent  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
IIUiber  of  Area  grubbed 
MEHBER  STATE  beneficiaries  fro•  the  beginning  of the  (In  ha)  In  1982  •easure until  31.12.1982 
FRANCE  2.671  3.886,2086  5.796.685  (1)  8.623.~25 
(1)  Pay•ents  In  1982  2.303.411  ECIJ.  Balance  pay1ent  was  paid as  an  advance  In 1981. 
Directive  No  79/173/EEC 
Nu1ber  of 
Irrigated area  (In  ha)  Rei1burs111ent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
HEHBER  STATE  beneficiaries  Operations  fro1  the beginning  of 
In  1982  the Ieasure  until 
COIP leted  In  progress  31.12.1982 
FRANCE  3~  20  1.590  336.~6 (1)  58~.287 
(1)  No  pay111nts  In  1982.  The  aid pas  paid  in  1981  In  the  for•  of advance  and  rel1bursuent. 
Directive  No  78/628/EEC 
Rel•burse•ent  by  the Fund  (In  ECU) 
Nu1ber  of  Area 
HEHBER  STATE  Measure  beneficiaries  concerned  fro•  the beginning  of 
in 1982  the •easure until 
(In  ha)  31.12.1982 
IRELAJ()  Oral.nage  9.227  55.097  8.711.629  (1)  18.219.216 
(1)  Payunts  In  1982  1.395.427  ECU.  Balance  pay111nt  vas  paid as  an  advance  In  1931. 
(5) AIIIIEX  31a  • 
Regulation  (EEC)  llo  1820/80 
lluaber  of 
Relaburseaent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
IIEMBER  STATE  beneficiaries/  rro•  the  begl nnl ng  of 
In  1982  the  •~sure until  projects  31.12.  982 
IRELAil  10.175  ••  ~.487 {1)  ••  ~.481 
(1)  Payaents  In  1982  512.827  ECU.  Balance  payaent  vas  paid as  an  advanc•  In  1981. 
Regulation  (EEC)  llo  1054/81 
Relaburseaent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
MEMBER  STATES  lluaber  of 
beneficiaries  ~o• the  beginning  ot  In  1982 
!~!1 ':'B3?e until 
I  RELAID  138.871  3.627.401  3.627.401 
UIIITED  KIIIDOM  19.808  612.889  612.889 
TOTAL  158.685  4.240.290  4.240.290 
Regulation  (EEC)  llo  1821/80 
Relaburseaent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
IIEMBER  STATE 
r~o·.!~~  .~eglnflf9 of  In  1982  e Ieasure  un  I 
31.12.1982 
DAlilA  IlK  43.235  43.235 
TOTAL  43.235  43.235 Structural  eeasures  connected v\th  the  coeaon  earket  organ\zat\ons 
(Measures  data\led  tn  annexes  34-37a) 
Relebur~11ent by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
%  of total  at 
MEMQER  STATES 
\n  1982  fro•  the beginning  of the  31.12.1982 
aeasure until  31.12.1982 
IEL&I./IIELGIE  3.112.531  17.162.8~5  2,1 
Olllllll  1.738.062  37 •••  ~.  s.a 
ODTSCIUit  24.100.821  203.752.478  31,4 
nus  267.620  267.620  -
FRAa  ~1.122.638  116.174.517  27,2 
IIELAIJ  10.52~  ZS.70S.138  ~.o 
IT  ALIA  10.182.071  51.838.217  8,8 
LIXEIIDRI  1~1.868  1.n1.m  0,2 
IEDERU!O  5.~5.264  23.241.582  3,6 
Ulllm liM'JOII  13.8!».~  106.46'1.805  18,4 
TOTAl  118.4Sl.638  648.411.100  100,8 ANNEX  33 
A  I  d to  hop  producers 1  organ! zat ions 
(Articles  8 and  9 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1696/71  and  Article  3 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2253/77) 
Conversion  and  restruc- Total  aid  paid  by  Launching  aid  turing  aid  the  Member  State 
MEMBER  STATES 
Number  of  Aid  paid  Aid  paid  (in  ECU)  %  of  (In  ECU)  Hectares  (In  ECU)  groups  (1)  (1)  (1)  total 
BELGIQIJE/BELGIE  - - 229,91  U1.620  ~31.620  2,7 
DEUTSCHLAND  ~  93.388  8397,28  12.559.050  12.652.m  78,9 
FRAIK:E  - - .. 598,89  916.128  916.128  5,7 
IRELAil  - - 8,"  2.808  2.808  -
UIIT£0  KINIDOII  - - 1381,~1  2.02a.m  2.028.57~  12,7 
TOTAL  ~  93.388  10615,93  15.938.180  16.031.568  100,0 
(1)  The  expenditure  not  yet  reimbursed  has  been  converted at  the rate obtaining  on  1.12~1982. 
Aid  for  fruit  and  vegetable  producers'  organizations 
(Article 14  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72) 
Expenditure  by  Member  State  Reimbursement  by 
MEMBER  STATES  Groups  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
set  up  A111ount  (In  ECU)  %  of  from  the  beginning 
(1)  total  of  the  measur·e 
unt i  1 31.12.1982 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  3  1.672.610  ~.a  836.305 
DANIIARIC  21  1.729.778  5,0  8~.889 
DEUTSCHLAND  78  6.533.71~  18,7  3.266.857 
FRAICE  18~  1.692.022  4,9  m.s33 
IRELAND  ~  H5.373  o.~  72.687 
ITALIA  61  20.665.108  59,1  10.332.5~ 
NEDERLAND  6  2.239.975  6,~  1.061.8H 
UIITID  KINIDOH  10  260.267  0,7  130.133 
TOTAL  367  3~.938.m  100,0  17.308.072 
. (1)  The  expenditure  not  yet  reimbursed  has  been  converted  at  the  rate obtaining 
on  1.12.1982. 
Reimbursement 
by  the  Fund 
(In  ECU) 
from  the  begin-
nlng  of  the 
measure  unt 11 
31.1~1982 
7.561 
~.917  .705 
359.122 
1.~0~ 
1.01~.110 
6.299.962 ANNEX  34 
Measures  to  encourage  the  develop•ent  of beef  production 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  1353/73) 
Rel•bursement  by 
Hl  of  111lk  Pre1lums  pa I  d  he  Fund  (ECU)  %  of total 
MEMBER  STATES  Nu1ber  of  quall fylng  by  the  Member  fro•  the  begin- at 
beneficiaries  for  the  State  nlng  of the  31.12.1982 
pre• I  u11  (In  ECU)  •easure  unH 1 
~982 
BEL81QDE/BEL61 E  685  359.627  2.613.926  1.309.652  1,7 
OAIHARl  621  568.281  ~.058.98~  2.029."7  2,6 ' 
DEUTSCIUII)  7.2~3  ~.133.393  37.711.792  18.855.896  2~.0 
FRANCE  5.719  (1)  3.702.3"  25.879.898  12.M7.6~2(2  16, s 
IRELAil  537  321.730  2.~9.112  1.2~.556  1,6 
LUXEIIJOORG  47  35.~91  282.300  141.1~  0,2 
IEDERUil  512  ~.766  3.822.688  1.911.3"  2.~ 
UIITED  KlllilOM  6.643  9.720.671  71.836.536  39.922.605(3  51,0 
TOTAL  22.067  19.~6.319  156.715.146  78.312.292  100,0 
(1)  Plus  84  far1ers  In  the  depart•ent  of  Corsica  vho  received  premlu•s  for  the  develop11ent  of 
·  specialized cattle far•lng. 
(2)  The  a1ount  of 125.177  FF  Is  to  be  rel1bursed  to  the  EAGGF  fro•  France follovlng  recoveries 
made  In  1979,  1980  and  1981. 
(3)  The  amount  of  33.667  £ Is  to  be  rel1bursed  to  the  EAGGF  from  tbe United  Kingdom  follovlng 
recoveries  made  In  1978,  1979,  1980  and  1981. 
Premlu1s  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  products  and  for  the  reconversion  of  dairy  herds 
(Regulation  (EEC)  Ro  1078/77) 
(Contrlbutlo,n  of the  Guidance  Section) 
BELGIOUE/BELGIE  5.055.973 
DAR HARK  34.379.645 
DEUTSC liLA ID  168.851.071 
FRAICE  56.~79.187 
I  RELAID  10.669.670 
LUXEMBOURG  1.003.131 
NEDERLAIIl  19.663.679 
UNITED  KIRIDOH  60.265.284 
356.367.640 AIIIEX  35 
Eradlcatloa of brucellosh, tullerculosll and  leucosis  In  cattle 
(Directive  lo  TI/391/EEC) 
Slau9bttrl ags 
Pursuant to Article 2  Parsuant  to Arttcle 3  Pursuaat  to  Article  ~  Total  I£111ER  STATES  {bracell oall)  (tuberculosis)  (leucosis) 
other  other  other  other  cows  cattle 
COliS  cattle 
COliS  cattle 
COliS  cattle 
BELGIQUE/IIELGI E  ~.~10  28.75!1  - - - - ~.410  28.759 
DAIIIARK  - - - - 2.031  3.450  2.031  3.450 
DEUTSCIIUil  - - - - 82.124  19.025  82.m  19.025 
ELLAS  1.069  6  3.021  51  - - ~.090  57 
FIIAitE  603.359  59.375  87.~67  20.402  - - 690.826  79.777 
IRELAND  109.686  27.133  49.071  49.928  - - 158.757  77.061 
IT  ALIA  a.n1  1.236  53.366  16.450  - - 62.137  17.686 
UIITW  K  IIIIJOK  63.096  14.626  - - .- - 63.096  14.626 
TOTAL  840.391  131.135  192.925  86.831  84.155  22.475  1.117.471  240."1 
Relaburs•llrl  by  the 
F1nd  (In  ECU)  %  of total  at 
I(KBER  STATES  ' froa  the  b19l1111l119  of th  31.12.1982  aeasare  until  31.12.1982 
BELGIOUE/BELGIE  9.675.436  11,1 
DAIIIARK  259.725  0,3 
DEUTSCHUID  7.460.069  8,6 
ELLAS  267.620  0,3 
FRAEE  u.m.114  53,8  .. 
IRELAND  13.633.890  15,6 
I  TALl A  4.210.927  4,8 
UIITED  KIIIJlOK  4.796.109  5,5 
TOTAL  87.247.880  100,0 AIIEX  36 
Measure  to  encourage  conversion  In  Wine-grovlpg 
(Regulation  (EEC)  lo  1163/76) 
Eligible  txpendt- Releburs11ent  by  the 
IIEIIBER  STATES  lueber  of  Area  grubbed  tare by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
benefl cl aries  (In  ha)  Heeber  State  fro•  the  begt nnlag  of 
the Ieasure  until 
(ECU)  31.12.1982 
BELGIQUE/BELGI E  259  16,3030  38.656  19.328 
FRAIICE  35.776  43.706,9080  61.570 .. 078  30.785.039 
tuLIA  16.781  22.560, 5'22•  23.365.6~  11.682.,828 
TOTAL  52.816  66.283,733.  8r..gn.388  42.,U7.195 
1-erovllent  of the  production  and  earketlng  of Coemuntty  citrus fruit 
(Regulation  (EEC)  lo  2511/69  Title  I) 
ITALIA 
Expenditure  Expenditure  Exteat  of 
Releburseeent  by  the 
Measure  provl ded  for  In  Incurred  by  Italy  coepletlon 
Fund  (In  ECU) 
the  plan  fro•  the  beginning  of 
(In  lt~o  ECU)  %  the eeasure  until 
(ECU)  31.12.1982 
Replanting  '120,83  9.514.477  7,9  ••  757.239 
ltarketlng  71,60  •s.o37.219  62,9  . 
22.518.610 
Additional  aid  96,57  3.011.310  3,1  1.505.655 
TOTAL  289,00  57.563.006  19,9  28.781.SM 
FRANCE 
Expend! ture  Expend! ture  Releburs11ent  by  the 
Extent  of  Fund  (In  ECU) 
Measure  provided for  In  Incurred  by  France  coepletlon  lfro1  the  beginning  of  the  plan  the  eeasure until 
(In  IUe  ECU)  (ECU)  %  31.12.1982 
Repla~lng  2,43  613.62-t,••  25,3  306.812 
Addtttonal  aid  0,03  - - -
TOTAL  2,46  613.624,44  25,3  306.812 AIIEX  rl 
• Launching  aid  to  producers'  organizations  In  the  fisheries  sector 
(Article 6 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3796/81) 
lf:MBER  STATES 
DEUTSCHLAil 
FRAMCE 
IRELAtll 
ITALIA 
UNITED  KIICIJOII 
TOTAL 
MEMBER  STATES 
BELGIQUE/BELGI E 
DAIHARK 
DEUTSCHLAil 
FRAICE 
ITALIA 
LUXEMBOORG 
IEDERLAIIl 
TOTAL 
HErtlER  SI,A TE 
LUXEIIBOORG 
Eligible  expenditure  Relabursement  by  the  Fund 
Groups  set  up  by  the  M9111ber  State  from  the  beginning  of the 
aeasure  until  31.12.1982 
(ECU}  (EC\11 
·~ 
3  145.786  72.898  11,0 
16  4TI.022  238.511  36,0 
3  141.858  70.929  10,7 
4  83.592  41.796  6,3 
11  476.948  . 238.U5  36,0 
37  1.325.206  662.609  100,0 
Measures  for  reorganizing  Coaaunlty  fruit production 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  794/76) 
luaber  of  Area  grubbed  Eligible expenditure  Rei1bursnent  by  the  Fund 
beneficia- (In  ha)  by  the  Member  State  from  the  beginning  of the 
rles  1easure until  31.12.1982 
(ECU)  1ECU)  ~ 
215  379,93  517.179  258.590  4,3 
32  42,32  52.486  26.243  0,4 
553  431,26  655.963  327.981  5,4 
4.130  5.655, 56  6.082.922  3.041.461  50,2 
3.05't  4."1,09  3.577.219  1.788.609  29,6 
15  10,95  14.704  7.352  0,1 
538  938,88  1.209.494  604.747  10,0 
8.537  11.899,99  12.109.967  6.054.983  100,0 
Eradication  of classical  and  african  svlne  fever 
(Dec I  sl on  No  80/1096/EEC) 
Nu1ber  of  luaber  of  Eligible expenditure  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund 
anlaals  by  the  Member  State  fro•  the  beginning  of the 
far11s  slaughtered  1easure until  31.12.1982 
(ECIJ)  (ECIJ)  -.,. 
8  2.626  196.078  98.039  100,0 ANIIEX  37a 
Abandon~ent certain areas  under  vines  and  renunciation  of replanting 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  456/80) 
Measures  I 
Rel1burs•ent  by  the, 
Fund 
Te~porary abandonment  Per~anent abandon•ent  Renunciation  of  replanting  (In  ECU)  MEMBER  STATE  i 
Area  (In  ha)  Area  (in  ha)  Area  (In  ha) 
fro•  the  beglnnl ng  ofi 
Beneficiaries  Beneficiaries  Benefl cl aries  the  measure  until  I 
I 
31.12.1982  I 
I 
FRAI:E  6.on  11.868,9680  1.467  14.51 s. 0537  3.576  4.899,4440  24.329.873  I 
I 
TOTAL  6.on  11.868,9680  1.467  14.515,0537  3.576  4.899,4440  24.329.873 
I Advances  1ade  by  the  Guidance Sectton  of the  EAGGF  In  respect  of expenditure estl1ated to  be 
1ade  In  1982  on  Indirect  1easures 
AIIEX  38 
paid  In  1982  carried  over  fro• 
1. Measures  to  assist less-favoured  regions 
FRAU 
- Directive  No  78/627/EEC  - Restructuring  and 
conversion  of vineyards  In  certain  Mediterranean 
regions  of France 
-Directive  No  79/359/EEC  - Conversion  of certain 
areas  under  vines  In  the  Charentes  depart1ents 
-Directive lo  79/173/EEC  -Acceleration  and 
guidance  of collective  Irrigation  works  In  Corsica 
- Directive  lo  81/527/EEC  - Developtent  of agriculture 
In  the French  overseas  departments 
~ 
- Dtrectlvo  No  78/628/EEC  -Drainage operations  In 
the  less-favoured areas  of tbe  Vest  of  Ireland 
- Regulation  (EEC)  lo  1820/80  - Stimulation  of 
agricultural  development  In  the  less-favoured 
areas  of the  Vest  of  Ireland 
2.  Structural  1easures  connected vlth  •arket 
organizations 
FRAIICE  - ITALY 
TOTAL  I 
- Regulation  (EEC)  Ro  ~58/80 - Collective projects 
for  the restructuring  of vineyards  FRANCE 
ITALY 
.!.ill! 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  270/79  - Oeveloptent  of 
agricultural  advisory  services  In  Italy 
TOTAL  II 
TOTAL  I +  II 
(In  ECU)  1981  (In  ECU) 
7.638.865,82  880.788,~ 
2.~2~.021.  n  -
652.545,8~  610.817,86 
2.858.119, 39  -
~.081.86~.  71  -
11.850.681,02  -
29.506.1 ~.52  1.~91.606,M 
839.296,29  -
~.987,53  -
90.788,13  -
1.375.071,95  -
30.881.176,4-7  1.~91.606,3~ EAGGF  !JJIDAIIC£  • UTILIZATIOI  CF  COIIIIITIIEHT  APPROPRIATIOIIS  (Oifforantlahd tpproprlotlont) 
(Provlalonol  situation concerning  tht ust of appropriations  In  1982) 
(allllon  [QJ) 
Appraprlollont  avollablo  In  1982  Appropriations  usod  In  11182 
Appropriation•  Appropriations  Total  Coa1lbtnta  l  Apprapr Ia !loa 
II£AOIIG  roaalnlll9  froa  ontarod  In  approprlatl ani  r•atn\ng at 
11181  11182  budget  avollable  In  1982  utilization  31,12,1982 
(11  121 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
Chytar 30 
300  ladlvldutl  proltch RIIIJ,  17/64/ttc  2,02  - 2,02  - .  . 
301  rrlc  I!Of  aod  prOCtiiiii<J 
3010  I&IUrl  16,50  96,85  113,35  108,09(3)  95,35  5,26 
3011  lltU09Iorno-la09utdoc  Rounlllon  24,96  43,15  68,11  67,81(4)  99,56  0,30 
3012  Vost  Ireland  1,01  8,00  9,01  9,00(5)  99,88  0,01 
3013  Fraoca 11d Ualhd Klngdoa  .  .  .  -·  .  . 
Sub-total  (30)  4449  148  00  9249  84  90  96  06  5 57 
Chaphr  31 
•3100  ltodtralzotlon of faru  4,46  108,00  112,46  86,81  77,18  25,66 
3110  Cessation  0,18  0,90  1,08  0,86  80,41  0,21 
3120  Tralal119  and  1afor11tlon  0,11  4,70  4,87  4,86  09,74  0,01 
Sub-total  (31)  481  1 3 60  118  41  9253  78,14  25  88 
Chapt.,.  32 
3200  Hill  farolog  3,81  1H,OO  150,81  144,49  95,80  6,32 
3210  Ntdtlll'r&ntaa  forosh  7,69  50,00  57,69  51,99  95,31  2,70 
0 3211  laprovtlent  l111·favourtd  reqions  9,22  25,00  31,22  27,24  19,60  6,98 
0 3220  Ad'thory  urvt;u  .  0,50  0,50  0,09.  18,15  0,11 
322  .lli!r 
3221  Irrigation  Mnzovtorno  3,52  51,00  57,52  48,50  64,32  9,02 
*3222  8nf ..  ttlt production  .  4,80  4,80  .  .  4,80 
323  franc• 
•3230  ~rds  laD9u1doc-Rouu I  11 on  2,09  15,95  18,04  7,64  42,30  10,10 
•3231  lrrtQatton  Corsica  0,05  2,60  2,65  0,65  21,51  2,00 
3232  Prrvoatloa  of  floodlag  • Hfrault  .  0,30  0,30  .  .  0,30 
3233  Conversion  of vlneyardl  - Charentu  0,11  +,70  1,81  4,73  98,24  0,08 
•3m  lnhgratod dovolopuat  •  loz~ro  .  0,25  0,25  .  .  0,25 
3235  Ovll'llll  depart~•nta  0,23  2,95  3,18  2,86  89,98  0,32 
321  lrohnd 
"3210  Drainage  0,02  9,60  9,62  5,18  56,95  4,11 
•32\1  Droloago  vlth  Northern  Ireland  .  0,25  0,25  .  .  0,25 
"3212  Oovolopoont  •  West  of Ireland  1,47  20,00  21,47  12,36  57,59  9,11 
3m  Oovolopoont  bnf cattlo • lortharn  I  roland  - s,oo  5,00  o,2o  8o,8o  0,76 
*32\1  Vohrlnory  holing of cottlo  .  1,50  1,50  .  - 1,50 
•325  Grnnlond  1 ohoepfarolng  - 0,50  0,50  0,04  8,61  O,U 
326  Unlhd ll!llldo• 
3260  Voller•  lsho of Scotland  .  .  .  .  .  -
•3261  One1.acc. lorthern  Ireland  - 2,00  2,00  .  .  2,00 
3262  Proc.  aark.  Nortb~rn Ireland  1,43  0,05  1,~8  1,35  91,10  0,05 
327  8ololuo 
03270  Oovolopoont  of Sauth..£ut  1,00  1,00  2,00  .  .  1,00 
328  Gtraonr 
3280  )lprDYUint  .  9,00  9,00  9,00  99,99  -
329  GrtiCI 
3290  $pacific  r09loao  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Sub-toto!  (32)  JO  64  356  95  387  59  32l  66  83  so  62  85 
Chophr  33 
0,01  1,00  1,01  1,00  •3300  Producer  oroupa  and  auoc\at\ons  .  -
•3301  Hopo  0,05  .  0,05  .  .  . 
3302  Fruit  ond  YIIIJtt.blas  1,00  1,60  2,60  2,22  85,29  0,38 
3303  Pototooa  .  - .  .  .  . 
3311  8otf aad  vaal  0,13  - 0,13  0,12  88,78  . 
"3312  loa-aorkttlllll of 11lk  18,93  56,90  77,83  58,62  75,32  19,21 
3313  Eradication  of  bructlloolt  8,28  19,30  27,58  27,48  99,62  0,10 
331\  Caautlon  .  .  .  - .  . 
•3315  Erodlcatton  of  ovlao  fovar  .  0,20  0,20  0,10  49,01  0,10 
332  V\11  sector 
•3320 ~  1,69  12,20  13,89  1,62  11,66  12,20 
3321  Abandoanot  0,08  22,70  22,78  22,35  88,15  o,u 
"3322  c  ..  utloa  .  o,so  0,30  - - 0,30 
•3323  RutructW'In<J  12,50  15,00  21,50  16,13  58,65  11,37 
m  Fruit 
•3330  Ciii=Us  frul Is  0,93  6,00  6,93  3,88  00,32  3,05 
03332  Roorgoalzotlon  frultproductlon  0,11  .  0,11  .  .  . 
Sub·lotol  (33)  4370  137  20  80  90  132  52  73  26  08  13 
Total  (30)  • '(33)  123  64  755  75  819  39  733  61  83\2  mu 
"0  ~~::~  ,!
6
- couon 1Nsur11 
•4600  R11tructurl ng.  1odernl tat I on  26,18  25,00  51,18  25,35  ~9.sz  25,00 
0\110  Prodt.~etr groups  .  0,16  0,16  0,01  o3,75  0,09 
Sub-total  (U)  26  8  25  16  51  34  512  ~~ 57  25  09 
TOTAL  (30)  •  (16)  m82  780  ~  930  73  759  03  81  46  167  52 
(1)  locludlng  tranofors,  ouoo  rolaaud froo  coaaltstnh originally  oadt  btluton 1971  ond 1970  and  ad)uot ..  nh duo  to  chanon  In  [CU  rato 
(2)  Including  trontforo 
(3)  • 12,55,  (I)  • 10,67,  (S)  ,  0,01  1 agalnot  non-dlfforontlatod approprlotlona  roco11ltlod  In  aocordonco  with  Roguhtlon  (EEC)  Ko  3171/75 
(•)  Hotdln<Js  vlth  a particularly  lov utili rattan rato 
s Appropriations 
lapsing  at 
31.12.1982 
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I  18 EAGGF  liiiOANCE  -UTILIZATION  OF  PAYMENT  APPROPRIATIONS  (Differentiated  appropriation~) 
(Provhlonal  altuatlon  concerning  th•  use  of appropriation•  In  1982) 
Appropriations  ovallablt  In  1982  Paynnt 1  oadt  In  1982 
Approps  Approps  A.qa\nat  Against 
HEADING  carrltd  over  anhrtd  In  Total  carry-onrs  1982  Totol 
fro•  1981  1982  budget  froa  1981  appropa 
(1)  {1) 
1  2  3  ~  5  6 
300 
Chapter  30 
lndlvlduol  pro) tell Rtg,  17/61/EEC  1,58  ~8,oo  ~9,58  1,58(2)  26,~  28,52(2) 
301  Karketlnq  and  proc:11clng 
3010  Genera 1 Ita  sure  1,10  89,00  93,10  1,10(3)  52,32  56,+2(3) 
*3011  Mtzzogl orno-Languedoc  Roustlllon  0,91  35,00  3S,91  0,91(1)  20,62  21,53(1) 
3012  '!lest  lrtland  0,17  1,80  1,97  0,17  1,56  1,73 
*3013  Franco  and  Unl ltd Klngdoo  0,50  - 0,50  - - -
Sub-total  (30)  7 26  176  80  1BI  06  6 76  101  "  111  20 
Chaphr  31 
*3100  Modernization  of far11  6,26  108,00  1H,26  6,26  80,55  86,81 
3110  Cassation  0,18  0,90  1,08  0,18  0,69  0,87 
3120  Training  and  lnforoatlon  0,17  1,70  1,87  0,17  1,69  1,86 
Sub-totol  (31)  6 61  113  60  120  21  6,61  8S  93  925'. 
Chaptar  32 
3200  Hill  faralng  3,17  H7,00  150,77  3,77  140,72  m,l9 
*3210  Pltdl hrranean  fore.ta  11,76  38,00  19,76  11,76  21,30  33,06 
•3211  I1Provt11nt  lu&-favourtd  reQI ons  6,15  25,00  31,15  6,1S  2, 71  9,16 
•3220  Advhory  nrvlcn  - 0,50  0,50  - 0,09  0,09 
322  lli!r 
•3221  I  rrtoatlon  Ktuo91 orno  16,00  31,00  17,00  6,03  - 6,03 
•3222  a  ..  t  catt h  pro.ductl on  - \,80  1,80  - - -
323  Franc• 
•3230  VI Rl)'ards  Lan(;!Uitdoc-Rousslll on  2,09  15,95  18,01  2,09  5,55  7,6> 
•3231  lrrtvatlon  Corsica  0,05  2-,19  2,21  0,05  0,60  0,65 
•3232  Prtvontlon  of  flooding- Hirault  - 0,30  0,30  - -
3233  Convtrston  of  v\nl)'ards  - Charenhs  0,11  1,70  1,81  0,11  1,62  1,73 
•3231  lntegn.hd  d•velop ..  nt  - lodrt  - 0,25  ·o,2s  - - -
3235  0VIl"UU  depuhenh  - 3,36  3,36  - 3,35  3,35 
321  lrehnd 
•3210  Dratnago  0,02  9,60  9,62  0,02  5,16  5,18 
•3211  Oratnego  vlth  Northorn  lrtland  - 0,30  0,30  - -
•3212  Oeulopa•nt  •  Ve.st  of  Ireland  1,17  20,00  21,17  1,17  10,89  12,36 
3213  Otvtlopllnt  bttf cattll - Northern  Ireland  - 5,00  5,00  1,21  1,2\ 
*321-1  V.torlnary  tooting  of  cattlo  - 1,50  1,50  -
•32!1:1  Gr...nland  :  cheepfara\nCJ  - 0,50  0,50  - 0,01  0,0' 
326  iiiii'iOd"Kingdoo 
3260  'iuhrn hlu of Scotland  - - - - -
•3261  Oevtl.acc.  Northern  lrtland  - 2,00  2,00  - - . 
•3262  Proc.  urk. ltorthtrn  Ireland  - 1,10  1,10  0,97  o.~l 
327  Bolgluo 
3270  Otvtlop ..  nt  of  South-East  - 0,30  0,30  - - -
328  Gtraany 
3280  liprov•aat  - 3,00  3,00  - -
329  Gr•ec• 
3290  Sptelflc r19lono  - - - - - -
Sub-total  (32)  41  72  316  tiS  358  37  31  75  200  5I  232  29 
•noo 
Cha~tor 33 
vroups  and  usoctat\ons  0,01  1,00  1,01  - -
•3301  Hop•  0,05  - 0,05  - -
3302  fru\t  and  vegetablu  1,00  1,60  2,60  1,00  1,22  2,22 
3303  Pot. ton  - - - - -
3311  811f  arid  veal  0,13  - 0,13  0,12  - 0,12 
*3312  Non-a~;rlcttlnCJ of atlk  18,93  58,90  77,83  18,93  39,69  58,62 
JJ1J  Erad\cat\on  of  brucellosh  8,28  19,30  21, sa  8,28  19,20  27,48 
3311  Cuut1on  - - - - - -
•3315  Eradl cat I  on  of  svl nt  ftvtr  - 0,20  0,20  0,10  0,10 
332  'ilnt  uctor 
*3320 ~  1,68  12,20  13,88  1,62  - 1,62 
3321  A.bandon11nt  0,07  22,70  22,77  0,07  22,28  22,35 
•3322  Ctsutlon  - 0,30  0,30  - - -
•3323  Rntructurl no  - 20,00  20,00  1,28  1,28 
333  fruit 
•3330  Ci"i'Nis  fruits  0,31  6,00  6,31  0,31  3, 57  3,88 
•3332  Rtorvantzatlon  frultpraductlon  0,11  0,11  - - -
Sub-total  (33)  30  57  112,20  112,77  30  33  87  "  111  67 
TOTAL  (30)  - (33)  8616  719  25  835  11  75 15  \78  25  553  70 
160 
Chtphr 16 
fhhtrhS •  COIIOR  ltaSUrll 
*1600  Rutncbrl no,  aodtrnl zatl on  I,OS  21,50  25,5S  1,05  7,72  11,77 
•.~t510  Prodl.lctr  oroups  - 0,16  0,16  - 0,07  0,07 
Sub-tohl  (16)  005  2  66  25  71  ltOS  779  11  81 
TOTAL  (30)  - (16)  90  21  170  91  861  12  79,50  186  o>  56S  Sit 
(1)  Including  transfers 
(2)  Plus 12,95  ( 
(3)  Pl ut  27,78  ( a\111 on  ECU  aoa I  nst  non-dlfhrant lahd approprht Ions  rocoultted  In  accordanc•  vlth  Rt9ulat1 on  {EEC)  No  3171/75 
!•l  Plus  2,51  ( 
(•)  Htadlnos  vlth  a particularly  lolf  utlllzat\on rah 
II 111 on  ECU 
Appropriations  not  uud 
% 
Carrltd  Lapsing  over 
7  8  g 
57,52  21,0i  -
60,60  36,68  -
S9,96  H,lB  -
95,12  0,21  - - - 0,50 
60  12  72  86  0 so 
7S,97  27,16  -
80,SS  0,21  -
99,79  0,01  -
76  97  27  68  -
95,83  6,28  -
66,13  16,70  -
29,12  22,29  -
18,00  0,11  -
12,82  31,00  9,97 
- 1,80  -
~2.3S  10,~0  -
29,01  1,59  - - 0,30  -
98,33  0,08  - - 0,25  -
99,70  0,01 
58,96  1,11  - - 0,30  -
57,56  9,11  -
81,80  0, 76  - - 1,50  . 
8,00  0,16  -
- - - - 2,00  -
69,28  O,lt3  -
- 0,30  -
- 3,00  -
- - -
"  81  116  12  9 97 
- 1,00  0,01 
- - 0,05 
85,38  0,38  - - -
92,30  - 0,01 
75,31  19,21  -
99,63  0,10 
-
50,00  0,10  -
11,67  12,20  0,06 
98,15  0,12  - - 0,30  -
6,10  18,72  -
61,18  2,13  - - - 0,11 
68  10  Sit  86  0 2\ 
66  27  271,02  10  71 
16,06  13,78  -
13,75  0,09 
16  OS  13  87  -
;s  61  281  89  10 71 ANNEX  41 
Irregularities relating to  the  Guidance  Section  In  1982 
(ECU) 
. 
DEUTSCHl.Ail  ITALIA  UIITED  KIIIDOM 
MEASURE 
Nu11ber  of  cases  A11ount  Number  of cases  A11ount  Nuaber  of cases  A1ount 
Eradication  of brucellosis,  tuberculosis  2  2.439  and  leucosis  -Directive  No  77/391/EEC  - - - -
Modernization  of  farms  I 
Directive  No  72/159/EEC  J  4.249  - - 1  7.910  I 
Grubbing  of fruit trees  1  4-.200  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2517/69  - - - -
Conversion  to  beef  production 
! 
Regulation  (EEC)  Ho  1353/73  - - - - 16  106.334-
I 
TOTAL  5  6.688  1  4-.200  17  114-.244  I 
A•ount  recovered/setled  5  6.688  1  4.200  12  93.4-22  I  ----
------ ---- ---- ----------~- -------------IRREGllARITI£5 
Coo.unlcat\on  In  accordance  with  Articles 3 ond  5 of  Regulation  (EEC)  Mo  181/72  up  to 31,12,1982 
(ECU) 
Recoveries 
Casec  closed, 
Cases  recorded  Starltd  In  abeyance  co•• I taent s  Recoveries 
abandoned 
II[HBER  STATES  Co1plehd  respected  . 
recover&d  outstandinq 
"0  Aatount  No  Amount  No  bount  Altount  No  Alovnt  No  A11ount  No  Aaount 
71  1  2.600 
~ 
2,600  - - - - - - - - -
72  3  8,700  ~.zoo  - - - 1  \,500 .  - - - -
73  10  1M08  8  12.~!3  - - - 2  5.925  - - - -
7\  5  11,1\0  3  ~.500  - - - - - ~  6,6~0  - - BELGIQUE/  75  8  21.291  \  5.~90  - - - 1  10,966  3  ~.835  - - 8ELGIE  76  3  5.261  2  3.171  1  895  895  - - - - - -
71  3  8,790  2  7,329  - - - 1  M61  - - - -
78  7  31,187  1  1,978  - - - 3  5.705  3  23,50\  - -
79  1  3,89\  - - 1  1,m  1,917  - - - - - -
Total  \1  .271  23  \2,051  2  2,8\2  2,8\2  8  28.557  8  3\,979  - -
75  3  13,1\6  3  13.146  - - - - - - - - -
76  9  26,823  8  2\,432  - - - - - - - - 2,3!11 
DAN !\ARK  71  ~  35.199  \  3\,5\\  - - - - - - - 1  655 
78  2  6,051  2  6,051  - - - - - - - - -
79  - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total  8  81,222  17  78,176  - - - - - - - 3,0\6 
72  31  6f,IOO  31  66,400  - - - - - - - - -
13  7  16,80\  7  16,80\  - - - - - - - - -
1\  2  \,925  2  \,925  - - - - - - - - -
75  1  2,275  - - - - - 1  2,275  - - - -
DElJTSCHl..\111  76  6  21,m  4  15.18~  - - - 2  6.2~0  - - - -
77  \  15,073  \  15,073  - - - - - - - - -
78  11  52,206  g  \5,556  1  16\  3,330  1  3,156  - - - -
79  I  29,129  1  2,378  - - - 2  23,77\  - - 1  2,977 
!11  2  2,\39  2  2,\39  - - - - - - - - -
82  3  ~.m  3  ~.m  - - - - - - - - -
• Tot  1  7  21\,92\  63  73,008  6\  3,330  6  35,\\5  - - 1  2,977 
71  25  75.275  21  73,275  - - - 1  2,000  - - - -
72  19  65,075  17  b0,675  .1  1,800  300  1  2,300  - - - -
73  21  68,599  13  39,\15  2  2,269  3,781  1  2,901  5  zo.m  - -
7\  13  U,267  9  "24,150  1  1.801  1,950  3  15,366  - - - -
FR!.RCE  75  \9  17\,\00  \1  111,708  1  2,785  5\0  I  \8,725  3  1,1\8  - 1,U\ 
76  20  6\,795  17  \7,125  - - - - - 3  17.670  - -
71  55  238,902  \6  196,990  2  1.m  1,US  2  16,6!3  2  7,22\  3  12,086 
78  25  87,738  21  73,726  1  2,\\9  91Z  3  6,745  1  3,906  - -
79  7  \1,ZS.  2  17,104  1  5.090  1,215  3  16,923  - - 1  9sz 
80  3  30,730  1  ~.798  1  8,21\  2,682  1  15.036  - - - -
Total  131  810  065  191  6\8,956  10  18.891  11  815  19  116.619  1\  58  181  \  1\ 532 
75  1  2,965  1  2,965  - - - - - - - - -
76  1  2,172  1  2,172  - - - - - - - - -
77  - - - .- - - - - - - - - -
IRELAIO  78  - - - - .  - - - - - - -
79  - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total  2  5.137  2  5137  - - - - - - - - -
so  1  3,+-10  1  3,\\0  - - - - - - - - -
IIALIA  81  \0  59,196  40  59,196  - - - - - - - - -
82  1  \,200  1  \,200  - - - - - - - - . 
Total  ~1  66  836  ~1  66.836  - - - - - - -
72  8  23,750  1  22,000  - - - - - - 1  1,750 
13  11  32,715  10  26,\25  1  2,S.6  2.10\  - - 1  1,600  -
n  10  27,675  8  2\,600  - - - - - 1  1,375  1  1,700 
75  ~  9,525  2  1,575  - - - - - - - 2  s.oso 
KEDERLAIIJ  76  - - - - - - - - - - - -
71  - - - - - - - - - - - - -
78  2  12,9\2  2  10,\6~  - - - - - - - - 2,\78 
79  1  900  1  900  - - - - - - -
o a  37  107,667  30  88,961  2,6\6  2,10\  - - 2  2,975  I  10,978 
75  \  \\,863  ;  \\,863  - - - - - - - - -
76  8  66,290  6  \5,867  - - - - - ;  - 2  zo.m 
77  1  18,165  - - - - - - - - - 1  18,165 
UNITED  XINIDilli  78  5  52,103  1  3,8\0  - - - - - - - 5  \8,563 
79  29*  392,137  1"  32,996  1  \8,197  13,\82  12  192,396  1  29,68\  2  15,982 
80  11  63,790  5  16,m  1  2\  3,210  5  \3,779  - - - -
81  8  31,738  6  19,0\9  1  21  3,210  1  10,115  - - - -
82  17  11\,ZH  11  66,76\  3  11,758  5.7~0  2  15.082  - - 1  11,900 
Total  84*  7BS,i30 To·- 1-- 230,116  1  o0,003  85,701  10  161.682  1  29,68\  11  118,033 
TOTAL  531  1,261,352  \09  1,333,16\  26  9\,5H  106,793  5J  \52,363  25  125.819  21  1\9,566 
(*)  Of  llh\eh  2 cases  wlth  no  flnanc1al  effects. 
It should  be  noted  th,t lh• amounts  In  this hblo rtpresent  aids  and  pro•luos  paid  by  Ho•ber  Statos  of  vh\ch. 50%  I• cha1'9eable  to  the  EAGGF 
(for Olr"tlvo 72/159/EFC  and  75/160/EEC  • 25 %),  .  . !!!!...!! 
B•eakdovn  of cases  of 1-.egula•ltr rocordod  up  to 31,12.1982 
(ECU) 
):[~aER  Non-11aMcetlng  of •Ilk  Gn.bblng  of fruit trees  Conversion  to  beef  I 
Citrus fruit  Fruit  and  YO<)otablo 
STATES  production  Dlractlvo 72/159/EEC  producers  Dlroctlvo 75/268/EEC  Directive 77/3fi/EEC  TOTAL 
R,  1975/69  R.  2517/69  - R.  794/76  R.  1353/73  ~. 2511/69  R.  1035/12 
lo  bouat  Setlod  •• 
.tlount  Sotlod  lo  .hount  Sot led  •• 
A.1o11nt  Sot ltd  •• 
AlouAt  Sot ltd  ..  Aaouat  Sothd  lo  A~unt  Sotlod  •• 
A10uat  Sot led  lo  .l1ount  Sotlod 
B!LGIQUE/ 
BELGIE  21  55.608  ~5.183  2  7.737  5.2~0  11  "·032  27.502  1  3.Bn  1,917  - - - - - - - - - - - - u  111.211  79,872 
!1\HW>:K  - - - - - - 11  63,612  63,612  - - - - - - 1  17.610  17.610  - - :  - - - - 18  81.222  81.222 
OEU!SCHl.AIIl  43  99,875  97.600  ,  2.504  2.504  22  105,851  69.357  3  ~.249  4,249  - - - - - - - - - 2  2.m  2.m  n  214.924  181,91S 
FlU ICE  95  31S.4fl  267,628  1  2,000  2.000  140  4fl.931  430,306  - - - 1  50.637  50.637  - - - - - - .  - - 237  890,065  7".771 
IRELAIO  - - - - - - 2  5.131  s.m  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2  5.131  5.137 
ITAllA  - - - 42  66,836  66.835  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12  66,836  66.836 
l!DERLA!!J  ~  93,825  91.721  - - - 3  13,812  13,812  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 37  107.667  105.503 
umro  - - - - - - 62  706.706  381.124  9  50.020  31.398  - .  - - - - 13(1  28,504  22.024  - - - 84  785.230  131,846 
Xil:DOK 
'--- TOTAL  193  594,799  502.132  16  79.077  76,580  263  1,131.123  991,180  13  58,163  31,591  1  50.631  50.637  ,  17.610  17.610  13(1  28.501  22,024  2  2.m  2,439  532  2.262.352  1,7C3,1W 
(1)  Of  which  2 caso: vlth oo  flnaoclal  effocts. 
~  :  Tho  aoouat:  lo tho  tablo ropro:eat aid: and  p•nluos paid by  tho  Koohor  Stat  .. of which  50%  II chargoahlo  to tho UGGF  (f.,. Dl•octlvo  ~2/1~/EEC aod  lo 75/268/EEC  •  25  ~). 